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College of Engineering Strategic Plan
 

Values:

University of Wisconsin-Madison

We promote the highest standards of intellectual inquiry and rigor, in
keeping with the university’s proven commitment to the “continual and
fearless sifting and winnowing by which alone the truth can be found.”
We support learning for its own sake, throughout our lives, as a service to
the greater good.
We fiercely defend intellectual freedom and combine it with responsibility
and civility so that all who work and live on our campus can question,
criticize, teach, learn, create, and grow.
We observe the highest ethical integrity in everything we do.
We believe in the importance of working with and learning from those
whose backgrounds and view differ from our own.
We share the belief that neither origin nor economic circumstance should
be barriers to participation in the community.
We are committed to being responsible stewards of our human,
intellectual, cultural, financial, and environmental resources.
We promote the application of research and teaching to issues of
importance for the state, the nation, and the world, and we place learning
and discovery in the service of political, economic, social, and cultural
progress.

College of Engineering
We fully endorse the values of the University of Wisconsin and the Wisconsin

Idea. These can be summarized as fully encouraging and supporting the highest
standards of integrity, ethics, inclusiveness, and service to society. In addition,
we value

An educational model that recruits students from a variety of backgrounds
and helps them reach their full potential as leaders and citizens
A system of shared encouragement of collaborative, multidisciplinary
research and teaching
The integration of research and teaching to build on our strengths in both
areas for the benefit of all students
Recognition of contributions of faculty and staff in all areas (teaching,
research, service, and support)
A welcoming, supportive, and safe educational and work environment.

 



College of Engineering Strategic Plan
 

Mission:

To educate and inspire future leaders who contribute to society through the creation,
application, and transfer of engineering knowledge, and through engagement in civil
society. We do this through outstanding research, teaching, and service to our
profession, our state of Wisconsin, the Nation, and the World.

Vision:

To be a world-class College of Engineering recognized for strengths in basic and
applied research, educational innovation, technology transfer, and service to society.

 



Recruit and Retain Top Faculty, Staff, and Students
 

Goal: Attract and retain the most highly qualified and diverse faculty, staff, and students

Faculty and Staff:
Strategies:

Develop a long-range hiring plan that includes clusters hires within 
select research areas.
Expand opportunities to reward faculty and staff excellence.
Enhance faculty and staff recruitment efforts to maximize
diversity.
Foster a climate that encourages and supports all faculty and 
staff.
Build and enhance our state-of-the-art research facilities. 
Expand professional development opportunities for faculty and 
staff, especially for growth in leadership skills.

Action Items:
Establish the decision making process for identifying the select areas of 
research, determining annual funding and hiring allocations, and 
structuring search committees.
Increase number of professorships across all levels of faculty and
increase number of awards for staff.
Proactively encourage faculty and staff search committee 
participation in hiring workshops.
Provide training for faculty and staff across the College of 
Engineering to improve the culture and climate within the college.
Initiate new faculty orientation within the College to assist with 
proposal writing, pedagogical practices, supervision of graduate 
students, safety practices, etc.
Based on the outcome of the facilities master plan, develop and 
implement a plan for capital projects and for improvement of existing 
research space.

Metrics:
Increase in total number of professorships, department chairs with 
professorships (100%), associate professorships (at least 20), assistant 
professorships (at least 20), and increase in total number of staff 
awards. (College advancement team)
Have 100 % of faculty and staff participate in at least one workshop
related to student achievement, diversity, equity, harassment, bullying, 
bias, etc. within 2 years. (College, chairs and equity and diversity 
committee)
Capital project plan developed within one year of completion of the 
facility master plan and space renovation plan developed and launched 
within one year.  (College Facilities team)

 

 



Recruit and Retain Top Faculty, Staff, and Students
 

Students:

Strategies
Change admission policy to direct admission to departments for 
undergraduates to improve recruitment of top students
Enhance first year engineering experience for undergraduate 
students
Cultivate a student body that is high-achieving, diverse, and 
passionate about learning engineering and their identity as members 
of the College
Expand opportunities to recognize excellence of incoming and 
continuing undergraduate and graduate students
Increase opportunities for financial aid
Enhance recruiting processes for graduate students and encourage all 
faculty and staff to offer competitive support levels to all students.
Expand access to honors programs for undergraduates.

Action Items:
Departments to develop and implement marketing and advertising 
tools to attract undergraduate students.
Revise introductory engineering courses (Education Innovation 
Committee)
Manage undergraduate enrollment consistent with instructional and 
space resources to achieve a student to faculty ratio of at most 20:1
Encourage students to apply for national fellowships and 
scholarships.
Examine recruiting practices at UW COE and peer institutions and 
implement positive changes, at both undergraduate and graduate 
levels.

Metrics:
Plan is developed for revision of introductory courses by May 2015 
(EIC)
Process is in place for controlling enrollment by May 2015 (Executive 
Associate Dean and Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Diversity)
Quality of incoming graduate students (national fellowships, GRE 
scores, etc.)

 



Research Innovation and Technology Transfer
 

Goal: Lead the nation in transformative engineering research to address societal
problems 

Strategies:
Develop a set of institutional initiatives and incentives that will influence
and support the future research directions of the College, particularly multi-
disciplinary, collaborative research with transformative potential.
Expand the College’s research portfolio by identifying novel research 
areas, to be supported initially by College and university investments,
which build on the expertise of CoE faculty and staff and address 
compelling, complex societal problems.
Enhance the national and international visibility of College research 
activities and advances, and the positive impact on society.
Increase the number of research centers led by College faculty and staff.
Bridge the gap between our research and success in the commercial sector.
Encourage faculty, staff and students to advance technologies into 
development stage using campus and WARF programs.
Partner with business school to provide support and education for 
technology transfer and entrepreneurship

Action Items:

Coordinate the development and implementation of institutional research 
initiatives and incentives through the Grainger Institute for Engineering 
leadership team and the college-wide Research Innovation Committee.
Conduct regular department and college-wide brainstorming sessions on 
emerging or long-standing societal problems that are in need of new 
engineering solutions and that could leverage our faculty’s expertise.
Increase external communications on the research achievements within the 
College and emphasize the societal benefits of established and nascent 
research activities in all external communications.
Identify, create, and provide seed funding for large interdisciplinary 
research centers led by College faculty.
Build new, interdisciplinary research areas in the College by involving
current faculty and staff, hiring new leaders from outside when
necessary, and raising appropriate funds for professorships, startup
packages, and postdocs/graduate students. 
Stimulate breakthrough thinking through novel funding strategies such as 
the RIC funds, industrial-academic partnerships, research challenge 
competitions, etc.
Promote and publicize examples of technology transfer from the College.
Conduct benchmarking research to reduce barriers, increase opportunities,
and reward faculty and staff for entrepreneurial technology transfer
Work with Madison Region Economic Partnership to set up a board of local 

 



Research Innovation and Technology Transfer
 

entrepreneurs who will mentor any faculty/student/staff interested in startups.
Educate faculty, staff and students with regard to intellectual property rights 
and the processes to develop products and make them aware of campus 
resources.

Metrics:

10 new senior hires with research programs related to target areas by 2017
(Leadership Comm, Grainger Inst.)
5 Associate Professors to lead new initiatives in targeted areas by 2017 
(Leadership Comm, Grainger Inst.)
CoE research income doubled from a diversified portfolio by 2023 (RIC, 
Assoc. Dean Research and Graduate Affairs, Leadership Comm, Grainger 
Inst.)
Create three new, large-scale, interdisciplinary, externally funded research 
centers, led by CoE faculty, by 2018 (RIC, Assoc. Dean Research and
Graduate Affairs, Leadership Comm, Grainger Inst.)
Track number of startups created by students, faculty or staff (at least 20 
new startups in Wisconsin by 2019 - LC).
Track number of patents and patent disclosures by faculty and staff (10% 
increase in three years)
Track number of national and international awards won by faculty, staff, and 
alumni, number of faculty and staff attaining fellow status in national 
societies, and number of national academy members.
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Education Innovation

 

Goal: Provide a challenging, modern, relevant, and inclusive educational experience
that is informed by research and prepares students to be leaders in their chosen
profession.

Strategies:
Create a culture where high quality undergraduate and graduate 
educational innovation is supported and rewarded.
Create a cross-disciplinary, systems approach to implementing, 
assessing, and revising curricula informed by cutting edge research on 
teaching and learning.
Promote active learning and leverage online technology for instruction
and learning, while preserving our strong laboratory and field models of
instruction.
Provide curricular and co-curricular activities that improve and build upon
professional behavioral competencies, enhance student body cohesion,
and expand opportunities to engage with the local and global community.
Provide life-long learning opportunities by expanding graduate 
distance degree and certificate programs.
Develop and implement a modern approach to graduate education.
Enable students, faculty and staff to develop their entrepreneurial skills,
including prototype development, marketing, fund-raising, intellectual
property, etc.

Action Items:
Develop, measure and report explicit degree and college-wide
educational outcomes (knowledge, skills, identity, and values).
Convene a working group to develop and implement a modern 
approach to undergraduate engineering curricula in order to enhance 
student outcomes.
Examine current practice in enrollment management, advising, and
recruitment in order to ensure that a greater number of qualified and
under-represented students have access to degree programs.
Assess evolution of career paths for graduate students and the 
suitability of our curricula to prepare them for those careers.
Review policies and evaluate innovative practices designed to 
promote the effective use of online instruction.
Promote and support use of instructional design resources to 
accelerate implementation of the best instructional models and 
practices.
Set standards for admissions practices, advising support, and 
career services for distance learners, consistent with best 
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Education Innovation

 

practices.
Investigate, evaluate, and implement competency-based
curricular approaches and evaluation methods for engineering 
outreach education.
Identify and implement ways to not only sustain but further grow the 
successful innovation experiences, such as innovation days and innovation 
competitions hosted by CoE and elsewhere across campus.
Develop a clinical-practice-centered, team-based program that provides 
education in the core competencies associated with new product 
innovation, development, production, and introduction into the marketplace. 
Integrate communication instruction throughout the curriculum;
improve efficiency through elimination of duplicate courses and by 
employing modular course design; provide additional opportunities for 
non-technical courses (business skills, entrepreneurship, ethics, 
communications, teamwork, leadership etc).

Metrics and Timeline:
Number of significant curricular changes (EIC)
Formation of a subcommittee of the Education Innovation Committee to 
address graduate education issues. (EIC)
Develop assessment tools for student outcomes by summer 2015 (EIC)
Plan for educating faculty and instructional staff regarding high-impact
pedagogical practices in place by summer 2015 (EIC)
Completion of assessment of communication instruction by summer 2015 
(EPD)
Implement at least one new outreach delivery method (EPD-2016)
Develop at least five new distance delivered degree programs (EPD-2018)
Complete an assessment of new opportunities for realizing competency-
based outreach education  (EPD-2015)
Develop course(s) for innovation competitors (2015) and incorporate into a 
larger program which will be defined and approved by COE APC (2019 -
LC).
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Equity, Diversity, and Climate

 

Goal: Foster a welcoming, inclusive, and equitable educational environment for all
members of the College.

Strategies:
Establish new mechanisms for benchmarking and accountability of
college climate and diversity-related activities, policies, and programs.
Actively promote equity and diversity policies and improve the
communication of policies, expectations, and attitudes toward climate and
diversity to all members of the College.
Support and strengthen effective programs and policies that improve
recruitment and retention.
Extend policies that improve climate and foster inclusion.
Establish new programs that improve recruitment and retention.

Action Items:
Establish regular evaluation plans and benchmark best practices established 
by other units on campus and at other institutions and evaluate all ongoing 
diversity programs in the College.
Conduct a College-wide climate survey.
Disseminate information about the various diversity-related activities and 
programs in the College.
Implement anti-bullying and anti-harassment policies and expand the breadth 
and depth of diversity and anti-bias training.
Create a Women in Engineering Program supported by faculty and staff.
Establish cohort models and community-building programs for incoming
underrepresented students and personnel.
Place prominent links on our web site to campus resources regarding 
family-friendly practices. 

Metrics and Timeline:
Evaluate at least two diversity programs by end of Fall 2015. (EDC)
Administer undergraduate climate survey by end of 2014-15 academic year 
and disseminate findings by end of Fall 2015. (EDC)
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Alumni Engagement and Corporate Relations

 

Goal: Develop a strong community of students, alumni and friends who are 
committed to helping the college achieve its goals by contributing through 
philanthropy, expertise and engagement.

Strategies:
Develop an integrated advancement model coordinating
departmental, college-wide, and university-based philanthropy.
Implement a campaign plan designed to engage donors at all levels, inviting 
them to share in the College’s vision for the future through their 
philanthropy.  
Create a robust alumni relations program for all Wisconsin engineers, 
providing opportunities for meaningful engagement through events, 
volunteer experiences, mentoring and online community participation.
Strengthen relationships with corporate partners, through sponsorship, best 
practices in recruitment and engagement in research.
Increase efforts to communicate an aspirational vision for future of College 
to all stakeholders, utilizing best practices in print and online 
communications at the college and department level.
Create a dynamic web presence for the College of Engineering designed to 
meet the needs of those accessing it by improving information organization, 
interactivity and navigation. 

Action Items:
Create Campaign Materials, including brochure and website, outlining 
goals and case for support.
Solicit plans for all “A” level top prospects, identifying area of interest, 
timeline and next steps.
Develop college-wide corporate affiliates program; get on A-list for 
corporations; develop similar programs with national laboratories; 
benchmark with peers.
Establish an alumni relations program beyond event engagement.
Engage external firm to develop new web presence.

Metrics and Timeline:
Total Annual Fundraising (Target: Increase by 50% by 2016 –
Advancement Team)
Rate of giving among our alumni (Target: Double by 2018 – Advancement 
Team)
Total fundraising from corporate sources (Target: Increase by 25% by 2016
– Advancement Team)
Raise 50% of Campaign Goal (2017 – Advancement Team)
Launch new website by summer (2015 – Advancement Team)
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Research Infrastructure

 

Goal: Ensure the availability of appropriate, centralized research and computing 
infrastructure balanced by project, program and department resources

Strategies:
Invest in centralized cross-cutting research infrastructure, particularly with 
respect to computing, WCAM, and MSC
Invest in research computing infrastructure aligned with the Wisconsin
Advanced Computing Infrastructure initiative.
Identify and respond to external initiatives for resources to expand and 
enhance the research infrastructure
Establish the College as a central resource for characterization facilities 
and materials in the State.
Establish a stable financial model for centralized facilities.
Establish a long term plan to modernize our research space.

Action Items:
Engage UW System partners regarding the establishment of shared 
facilities.
Identify resources to invest in research infrastructure, including 
computing, laboratories, centralized facilities, etc.
Provide centralized facilities with base level of funding and engage 
other colleges as partners.
Complete facility Master Plan and use it to develop long term 
modernization plan.

Metrics and Timeline:
Have a stable funding model for central facilities by Summer 2015
Long term modernization plan by December 2015.
Place buildings on each of next two biennial Master Plans for building 
improvements by December 2015.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction, Objective & Process

As part of the project team lead by FLAD Architects, Paulien & Associates, Inc. conducted space needs planning 

Associates provided an analysis of the quantities and types of spaces required at the current student enrollment 
and one projected plan horizon.  

undergraduate students. In addition, 2013 Peer Faculty analysis was performed to review outcomes if the COE were 
able to hire additional faculty to approach peer student to faculty ratios. The analysis was completed at a college-
wide level with departmental analysis were possible to the plan horizon.  

and validated where necessary by Paulien & Associates. Data included a facilities inventory, the fall 2013 COE course 

space needs analysis was augmented by the classroom and teaching laboratory utilization study being conducted 
by the University and focusing on the College of Engineering spaces.

The University of Wisconsin System and normative guidelines for public universities with similar enrollment levels and 
missions were applied. Empirical information was gathered during on-site meetings held in October and November 
2013.  The preliminary analysis was presented to the Master Plan Steering Committee in mid-February 2014.  

Planning Assumptions

• The space needs analysis is determined in assignable square feet (ASF). Public restrooms, mechanical 
spaces, electrical areas, structural space, and corridors are not considered assignable and are, therefore, 
excluded from the analysis.

• Space needs were determined for the current student enrollment (fall 2013) and one planning horizon (fall 
2021).

• The plan horizon existing space was affected by the assumption that the Water Science and Engineering 
building would not be used by the COE in the future. 

• The space needs analysis is quantitative and does not account for the quality of existing facilities.

• The analysis uses on-campus non-duplicated headcount students. 

• During fall 2013 there were 4,320 on-campus headcount undergraduate students and 1,703 graduate 
students, for a total of 6,240 headcount students enrolled at the College of Engineering; see table under 
Enrollment Assumptions. 

• Growth to a total of 8,250 students was established as the planning horizon (2021); 6,000 headcount 
undergraduate students and 2,250 headcount graduate students.

• Enrollment growth is assumed to be evenly allocated across departments.
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• During fall 2013, there were 181 tenure or tenure track (T/TT) faculty in the COE. Faculty growth increases 
with overall projected growth at the planning horizon to 295 T/TT faculty.

• Overall staff is projected to increase at one half the rate of faculty.

Key Findings
Paulien & Associates applied normative guidelines appropriate for the College of Engineering.  Where applicable, the 

further in this document. Benchmarking, comparative analysis, and other common guideline sources were used 
where none existed from the University of Wisconsin System.

Initially two outcomes of the space needs analysis were performed; one at the base year existing 2013 condition and 
one at the projected 2021 plan horizon. Following a meeting with the Dean, an additional analysis was performed 
at the base year condition with the added assumption of the COE increasing tenure or tenure track (T/TT) faculty to 
an approximate 20 to one (1) student to faculty ratio to closely match the COE’s peer programs existing ratio. This 

The following table, Space Needs Analysis, is a summary of the analysis.

Space Needs Analysis

Space Category
Existing

ASF
Guideline

ASF
Surplus/
(Deficit)

Projected
Existing

ASF
Guideline

ASF
Surplus/
(Deficit)

Projected
Existing

ASF
Guideline

ASF
Surplus/
(Deficit)

College Space

Classroom & Service 51,773 37,546 14,227 51,773 37,546 14,227 51,355 50,839 516

Teaching Laboratories & Service 63,204 62,431 773 63,204 62,431 773 63,204 83,478 (20,274)

Open Laboratories & Service 52,123 48,225 3,898 52,123 48,225 3,898 52,123 56,212 (4,089)

Research Laboratories & Service 276,575 290,106 (13,531) 276,575 332,666 (56,091) 257,802 428,506 (170,704)

Offices & Service 232,870 205,316 27,554 232,870 218,385 14,485 227,593 294,245 (66,652)

Library 38,766 28,115 10,651 38,766 28,115 10,651 38,766 34,949 3,817

Collaborative Learning/Study 4,382 12,056 (7,674) 4,382 12,056 (7,674) 4,382 16,499 (12,117)

Central Media Services 3,130 3,130 0 3,130 3,130 0 3,130 4,288 (1,158)

Assembly & Exhibit 3,620 6,028 (2,408) 3,620 6,028 (2,408) 3,620 8,250 (4,630)

Merchandising/Lounge/Meeting 3,071 6,029 (2,958) 3,071 6,029 (2,958) 3,071 8,250 (5,179)

Central Computer/Shop/Storage 8,258 9,043 (785) 8,258 9,043 (785) 8,258 12,375 (4,117)

Other Academic Department Space 13,626 12,056 1,570 13,626 12,056 1,570 13,226 16,500 (3,274)

College Space Subtotal  751,398 720,081 31,317 751,398 775,710 (24,312) 726,530 1,014,391 (287,861)

COLLEGE TOTAL  751,398 720,081 31,317 751,398 775,710 (24,312) 726,530 1,014,391 (287,861)

Other 2,806 2,806 2,806
ASF = Assignable Square Feet

Existing 2013

Student Headcount = 6,028 Student Headcount = 8,250
2013 Peer Faculty

Student Headcount = 6,028
Projected 2021

and Projected 2021 levels of analysis.

classroom guideline analysis includes only COE courses in the results. It has been noted by the University that in 
fall 2013 other Colleges used classroom space in the COE buildings, as many classrooms are a University wide 

to about 27,500 assignable square feet (ASF). The Research Laboratories & Service space category shows a slight 
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held with department chairs. The Library analysis shows that by addressing the assumptions articulated later in this 
document, space should be available for addressing needs of the College such as active learning and other academic 
initiatives. This analysis does not address the quality of spaces in the COE buildings; however, the project team is 
investigating and documenting space quality as a major component of this master planning effort.

participation in centers or institutes.

The Projected 2021 plan horizon analysis assumes an increase in undergraduate student headcount to 6,000 with 
accompanying increases in T/TT faculty, graduate assistants, and other support staff in the College. The guideline 
applications by space category addresses these assumptions and results in the gap between existing space and the 
guideline space amounts increasing in all space categories.

of this analysis, as well as other studies being performed in tandem with this analysis, to develop scenarios for near 
and long term capital projects for the College.
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PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS

Enrollment Assumptions

The College of Engineering (COE) provided the consultant with student enrollment information at the headcount 
level starting at fall 2007 and projecting forward to the plan horizon. Enrollment included both undergraduate 
and graduate students. Enrollment and enrollment projections used for this analysis are those for the on-campus 
students only.  

The on-campus student enrollment growth used in this analysis was from 4,320 undergraduate headcount students 
in the base year (fall 2013) to 6,000 headcount undergraduate students in the plan horizon (fall 2021), an overall 
growth rate of 39%.
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The College of Engineering also provided the consultant with faculty growth projections. For this analysis, faculty 
growth was tabulated at the existing base year analysis (Existing 2013), at a base year that increased tenure or 
tenure track faculty to be competitive with College peers (2013 Peer Faculty), and at the plan horizon (Projected 
2021) assuming an approximate 20 to one (1) student faculty ratio. Staff growth was projected at approximately 
half the rate of enrollment growth. These are the factors that are commonly utilized in space analyses.  

While the growth in faculty and staff may not occur at these levels, they are reasonable factors for use in a master 
planning effort.

Department
Faculty
Adjunct Faculty

T/TT
Faculty

Faculty
Adjunct Faculty

T/TT
Faculty

Faculty
Adjunct Faculty

T/TT
Faculty

Admin/Other
Biomedical Engineering  * 2 16 15 2 27 25 5 42 35
Chemical & Biological Engineering 1 20 18 1 23 23 3 38 30
Civil and Environmental Engineering 19 23 25 19 27 25 22 40 35
Electrical and Computer Engineering 4 42 38 4 42 38 8 50 45
Engineering Physics 2 17 20 2 20 20 5 35 30
Engineering Professional Development 16 38 6 16 40 6 20 50 10
Industrial  and Systems Engineering 2 17 17 2 17 17 5 30 25
Materials Science and Engineering 3 14 13 3 15 15 7 30 25
Mechanical Engineering 1 36 29 1 55 47 5 75 60
Grainger Institute for Engineering 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

50 223 181 50 266 216 80 390 295

Note: All numbers in headcount
         Faculty Adjunct less than .60 FTE
         T/TT = Tenure/Tenure Track
         Two "Associate Professor" included in "Faculty" but have < .60 FTE

Existing 2013 2013 Peer Faculty Projected 2021

Space Assumptions

The consultant was provided with a room-by-room facilities inventory for use in the space needs analysis.  The 
facilities inventory includes information on the building name and number, room number, assignable square feet  of 
the room, number of seats or student stations (for classrooms, teaching laboratories and seminar rooms), space use 
code (formerly known as room use code), and department code for the primary space occupant.

nor does it include the thickness of walls or structural components like building columns. The following table shows 
the buildings that were included in the base year 2013 existing space category.

Buildings Included

Building Name Bldg ASF
Water Science & Engineering 26,540
Wendt Commons 52,778
Mechanical Engineering Building 153,783
Engineering Hall 265,802
Engineering Centers Building 112,402
1410 Engineering Drive 34,390
Material Science & Engineering Building 25,547
Engineering Research Building 84,479

ASF = assignable square feet
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In the analysis of space needs at the plan horizon, the Water Science & Engineering Building was removed from the 
College of Engineering space inventory as the programs of the COE presently located in the building are assumed 
to move to the main College campus location. The Extension Building located east of the College site is the location 
of the Engineering Professional Development (EPD) program. The building is slated for removal from the University 
inventory. The EPD would like to be located closer to the College site; therefore, the Extension Building ASF was not 
included in either the base year or the plan horizon.

The Wisconsin Energy Institute Building was not included in the study as the research space located in that facility 
is used primarily by other than college staff.

Existing Space

The facilities inventory was provided by the University. This is a room-by-room listing of all ASF located in University-
owned buildings. During the preliminary stages of the analysis, the consultant reviewed anomalies and worked with 
the COE to correctly classify some spaces in the facilities inventory.

The College of Engineering has 751,398 ASF of space that was included in this study. The space was distributed 
into 12 individual space categories for purposes of this analysis. These space categories were assembled somewhat 
based on the space use codes included in the 
(FICM): 2006 edition, published by the National Center for Education Statistics. A sample of these codes is included 
in the appendices of this report. 

as well as Classrooms, are the next three highest useS of College space. The remaining seven (7) space categories 
account for about 10% of the total COE ASF.

Department

Existing Space Distribution

Space Category Total ASF

Classroom Space 51,773
Laboratory Space 63,204
Open Laboratory Space 52,123
Research Space 276,575
Office Space 232,870
Library Space 38,766
Collaborative Learning/Study 4,382
Central Media Services 3,130
Assembly & Exhibit 3,620
Merchandising/Lounge/Meeting 3,071
Central Computer/Shop/Storage 8,258
Other Academic Department Space 13,626

Total ASF 751,398

ASF = Assignable Square Feet
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Classroom and Teaching Laboratory Utilization

The University of Wisconsin-Madison is currently conducting an Instructional Space Optimization Feasibility Study 
to determine whether use of instructional space (classrooms and teaching laboratories) can be improved through 
the use of optimization techniques through instructional space scheduling. The study is initially using the College 
of Engineering class scheduling and instructional space for the evaluation. During the second on-campus set of 
work sessions, Paulien & Associates and representatives of the project team met with members of the optimization 
feasibility study committee.

optimization utilization analysis. Sorting through this information the consultants estimated that at that point in time 
classroom utilization consisted of: 

• 43 classrooms

• 22.5 weekly room hours of use

• 58% student station occupancy

• Average of 21 ASF per station

taught in classrooms that are in COE buildings. If those courses were included, the weekly room hours would 
necessarily increase from the 22.5 presently calculated.

Upon reviewing the teaching laboratory utilization data provided by the University the following was estimated:

• 27 teaching laboratories. 

• 20.5 weekly room hours .

• 58% student station occupancy. 

• Average ASF per station varies by discipline. 

The consultant’s review removed teaching laboratories that showed zero utilization, as there are a substantial 
number of these spaces included in the current analysis. During the conversation it was determined that the 

The classroom and teaching laboratory utilization information was used by the consultant in the review of the 
classroom and teaching laboratory guidelines to be applied as part of the Space Needs Analysis documentation.
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SPACE NEEDS ANALYSIS BY SPACE TYPE

This section summarizes the space needs by functional space category. The operating assumption in applying these 
guidelines was to provide the COE with enough space to conduct its current and future activities. The following 
sections specify which guideline was applied to each space category and provides an explanation of the guideline.  
A summary table of the College Wide Space Needs Analysis is located in the Executive Summary of this report.

College Space

The Space Needs Analysis for the master plan was developed by space category. Subsets of space categories 
include 12 categories representing the primary space topologies contained within the COE buildings. The following 
is a graphical representation of the Space Needs Analysis showing the base and plan horizon outcomes for College 
Space on the University of Wisconsin–Madison, College of Engineering precinct.

Faculty assumption in that these space requirements increase with an increase in tenure or tenure track faculty. 
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The second graph highlights the comparison of the Projected Existing ASF (existing ASF less the Water Science 
and Engineering Building), the Existing 2013 guideline ASF, and the Projected 2021 guideline ASF. This comparison 

academic support space categories.

and the library with the only potential space surplus.
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Classrooms & Service Space

referred to as a general purpose classroom, seminar room, or lecture hall. Classroom service space directly supports 
one or more classrooms as an extension of the classroom activities, providing media space, preparation areas, or 
storage. The classroom station size is considered as including the classroom service area space. However, additional 

The metric for determining classroom space are based on the University of Wisconsin System guidelines. The 
guidelines are an average of 35 hours per week for scheduled instruction. The University of Wisconsin System 
uses a sliding scale of student station occupancy based on the section size, but at the master plan level 67% was 
determined to be an appropriate metric. The application of the guideline uses the target utilization of 35 hours per 
week, multiplies it by the target student station occupancy of 67%, and divides the result into the 25 square feet 
per student station. This calculation produces a guideline of 1.07 ASF per weekly student contact hour (WSCH) for 
lecture courses.  

Assignable square feet per weekly student contact hour (ASF/WSCH) is calculated as follows:

As further explanation, the total number of weekly contact hours for a lecture course section is obtained by 
multiplying the enrollment of the course section by the number of meeting hours in one week. For example, a 
history course with 45 students enrolled which meets three (3) times a week for one hour produces 135 WSCH. 
Multiplying the 135 WSCH by the classroom guideline of 1.07 ASF generates 144.5 ASF of classroom space. 

It should be noted that there is no true comparison of existing classroom space to guideline space on a program-
by-program basis. This is due to the fact that the guidelines are applied by course and the departmental classroom 
needs can then be calculated; however, most classrooms are viewed as a campus wide resource and are centrally 

when they can schedule the room.

 
Lecture Guideline per Weekly Student Contact Hour (WSCH): 
 25ASF/STATION = 1.07 ASF/WSCH 
35 WEEKLY ROOM HOURS X 67% STUDENT STATION OCCUPANCY

EXAMPLE OF CLASSROOM GUIDELINE APPLICATION
 

Step 1   Calculate Weekly Student Contact Hours for Lecture Section 
Enrollment (45) X Weekly Room Hours (3) = Weekly Student Contact Hours (135) 

Step 2   Calculate Classroom Guideline 
 25 ASF/Station = 1.07 ASF/WSCH 
35 Weekly Room Hours X 67% Student Station Occupancy 

Step 3   Calculate Guideline Square Footage 
Weekly Student Contact Hours (135) X ASF/WSCH (1.07) = Guideline Square Footage (144.5) 
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Classrooms 

During the campus conversations with the academic departments of the COE, most department chairs suggested 
that many of the lecture courses would be better served if delivered in an active learning classroom environment. 
Over the summer of 2014, the College has converted some space in Engineering Hall to active learning environments. 
The calculation of the ASF per station in this renovated space is approximately 35 ASF/station.

many of the lecture courses are in the enrollment levels of 92-100 students that will soon be more prevalent. It is 
many of these types of courses that would be more desirable to be taught in active learning environments. It was, 
therefore, recommended that for course components of LEC the assignable square foot per station differ from the 
University of Wisconsin System standard of 25 ASF to 30 ASF/station. Increasing the ASF/station to 30 would be the 
average between 25 and 35 ASF and would generate slightly more 
total ASF of classroom space for College of Engineering courses to 
compensate for the desire for these active learning environments.

Application of the existing UW System guideline of 35 WRH at a 

ASF (DIS and SEM course components) and 30 ASF (LEC course 
components) illustrates a surplus of around 14,200 ASF at the 
current student enrollment. As the student population increases to 
the plan horizon, the surplus of classroom space decreases to just 
over 500 ASF.

It must be noted that the classroom guideline application includes only COE courses. Most of the existing pool of 
classrooms in the COE buildings are general use classrooms and are used by other Colleges for instructional delivery. 
It was noted in meetings that about 116 sections were not included in the University’s utilization analysis. These 
course sections were primarily taught by Liberal Arts departments. Therefore, the total classroom space in COE 

that would need to occur during more detailed planning studies.

The UW System is contemplating increasing the classroom utilization metric for WRH from 35 hours per week to 40 
hours per week. Paulien & Associates calculated the difference in the classroom space needs analysis outcomes if 
the higher utilization metric were used.

The use of the higher metric for classroom space use would decrease the total amount of classroom space needed 
by almost 4,700 ASF at the existing 2013. At the projected 2021 plan horizon, the surplus of classroom space would 
increase by almost 6,350 ASF. The current classroom utilization expectation of 35 WRH was used in the campus 
wide space needs analysis contained in this study.

Classroom Space Factors

Course Component
ASF per 
Station

Weekly
Room
Hour

Student
Station

Occupancy
DIS 25 35 67%
LEC 30 35 67%
SEM 25 35 67%

ASF = Assignable Square Feet

Classroom Guideline Comparisons

2013

SPACE CATEGORY
Existing

ASF
Guideline

ASF
Surplus/
(Deficit)

Existing
ASF

Guideline
ASF

Surplus/
(Deficit)

Existing UW System guideline of 35 hours
Classroom & Service 51,773 37,546 14,227 51,355 50,839 516

Proposed UW System guideline of 40 hours 
Classroom & Service 51,773 32,852 18,921 51,355 44,486 6,869

Difference: 4,694 Difference: 6,353

ASF = assignable square feet

2021
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Teaching Laboratories & Service Space

purpose equipment to serve the needs of particular disciplines for group instruction, participation, observation, 
experimentation, or practice. Station sizes in teaching laboratories vary by discipline. Space requirements are 
calculated with a formula that is similar to those used to determine classroom space requirements, except that the 
ASF per student station varies by discipline. 

The scheduled weekly room hour average for teaching laboratories is generally found to be less than scheduled use 
of classrooms due to the need for preparation time of specialized equipment prior to class. Conversely, the student 
station occupancy is normally higher as the number enrolled in a laboratory exercise is more closely monitored, 
safety being a key issue as well as the limitations of faculty observation.

Paulien & Associates has provided space planning services to many colleges of engineering at research intensive 
universities throughout the United States. The weekly hours of use of teaching laboratories in colleges of engineering 

in laboratory settings. In colleges of engineering there are no multiple high enrollment lower division sections to 
offset lower enrollment in the upper division sections, as can be found in programs that offer core curriculum. As 
an example, Biology is often a core course in a laboratory setting for almost all disciplines. Therefore, Biology is 
able to offer lower division courses in multiple sections within a single laboratory environment to satisfy the need 
for students requiring this core course. This offsets the lower weekly room hour utilization in many of their upper 
division science laboratories, thereby attaining the average weekly room hour of use for its Biology department 
teaching laboratories. 

lower division courses and between 12 to 16 weekly room hours for upper division course sections. The Instructional 
Space Optimization Feasibility Study draft prepared by the University shows that the College of Engineering teaching 
laboratories are presently used approximately 20 weekly room hours for scheduled instruction. It is, therefore, 
Paulien & Associates’ recommendation that the 20 weekly room hours be used in lieu of the 24 weekly room hours 
as suggested by the University of Wisconsin System to generate the square footage of teaching laboratory need for 
the study.

As the University of Wisconsin System does not have a guideline for student station occupancy, a metric of 80% 
student station occupancy is suggested and was used based on the consultants experienced with similar institutions. 
The teaching laboratory space per student station guideline is based on approximately 50 different subject areas. 
Based on the consultants experience at both  the master plan and at the program plan level, guidelines were 

Teaching Laboratory Guideline

Course Component
ASF per 
Station

Weekly
Room
Hour

Student
Station

Occupancy

ASF per Weekly 
Student Contact 

Hour

LAB Varies 20 80% Varies

ASF = Assignable Square Feet
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The ASF per station factor shown in the table above includes support space to the laboratory environment. The 
ASF per station is suggested by the guideline recommendations of the Western Interstate Commission on Higher 
Education, as well as the Council of Educational Facility Planners International. Some guidelines are  offset by 
detailed studies Paulien & Associates has prepared for other institutions that include engineering programs. When 
reviewing the information supplied by the instructional space optimization feasibility study committee, it was noted 
that if all teaching laboratory spaces that do not show utilization were removed from the equation, the COE presently 
has approximately 185 ASF per station of laboratory and laboratory support space in COE buildings.

The College of Engineering currently has 63,204 ASF of space categorized as teaching laboratories. Application 

Paulien & Associates would consider relative balance at the master plan level of analysis. At the plan horizon, the 

20,300 ASF.

The UW System is contemplating increasing the teaching laboratory utilization metric for WRH from 24 hours per 

guideline of 28 WRH was used for this comparison. Paulien & Associates calculated the difference in the teaching 
laboratory space needs analysis outcomes if the higher utilization metric were used.

The use of the higher metric for teaching laboratory space use would decrease the total amount of teaching 
laboratory space needed by almost 17,800 ASF in the base year existing 2013. At the plan horizon projected 2021, 

23,850 ASF in the ASF outcome. The teaching laboratory utilization expectation of 20 WRH was used in the space 
needs analysis contained in this study.

Instructional Laboratory Space Factors

Discipline
ASF per 
Station*

Weekly Room
Hour

Student
Station

Occupancy
Engineering 80 20 80%
Agricultural Engineering 125 20 80%
Chemical Engineering 120 20 80%
Civil/Construction/Transport 120 20 80%
Electrical/Electronics/Communications 100 20 80%
Mechanical Engineering 140 20 80%
Industrial & Management Engineering 70 20 80%
Metallurgical Engineering 120 20 80%
Engineering Mechanics 150 20 80%
Geology 60 20 80%

ASF = Assignable Square Feet

* ASF per station includes a factor for support/service space

Teaching Laboratory Guideline Comparisons

2013

SPACE CATEGORY
Existing

ASF
Guideline

ASF
Surplus/
(Deficit)

Existing
ASF

Guideline
ASF

Surplus/
(Deficit)

Modified Existing UW System guideline of 20 hours
Teaching Laboratory & Service 63,204 62,431 773 63,204 83,478 (20,274)

Modified Proposed UW System guideline of 28 hours 
Teaching Laboratory & Service 63,204 44,593 18,611 63,204 59,628 3,576

17,838 23,850
ASF = assignable square feet

2021

Difference: Difference:
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Open Laboratories & Open Laboratory Service Space

regularly scheduled basis. These rooms may provide equipment to serve the needs of particular disciplines for group 
instruction in informally or irregularly scheduled classes. Alternatively, these rooms are used for individual student 

equipment size, the station size, and student count desired, and should be determined on an individual basis.  
Types of rooms included in this category include, but are not limited to, open computer laboratories, language 
laboratories, independent art studios, music practice rooms, and tutorial and testing facilities.

Space categorized as Open Laboratory space in the facilities inventory include the shop space in the B level and the 

Library; several spaces in the basement level of Engineering Hall; and several spaces in the basement level of the 
Engineering Research Building. Also included are several wet and dry laboratories assigned to Engineering Physics 
and located in the Mechanical Engineering Building.

There is currently 8.6 ASF per student headcount of Open Laboratory space in the COE buildings. A guideline of 
eight (8) ASF per student headcount was applied at the 2013 base year and a guideline of seven (7) ASF per student 
headcount at the plan horizon. During conversations with the COE constituents it was noted that space was desired 
in the future for student groups for hands-on experimentation. Not all space for active student learning requires 
specialized equipment and is included in other space categories in this analysis. Therefore, at the plan horizon 

Research Laboratories & Research Laboratory Service Space

Research laboratories are rooms used for unscheduled laboratory experimentation or training in research methods 
and observation. The research may be conducted by either faculty or students for both funded and non-funded 
research. This room type does not have utilization expectations.  

The computation of research space is a complex issue, especially for a comprehensive College that is research 
intensive. There are different approaches that could be used at the master planning level:  a space factor per 
$100,000 in research expenditures, or a space factor per research team, or a space factor per tenured or tenure 
track (T/TT) faculty.  

Analysis of research expenditures was conducted with past and projected yearly research expenditure dollars 
supplied by the COE. There was, however, no method by which the College could parse the dollars by building as 
some College research is performed in other than COE buildings. The outcome of this methodology was considered 
to over generate research laboratory space. Therefore, the consultants chose a space factor per full-time tenure 
or tenure track (T/TT) faculty as the methodology for purposes of this analysis. The number of T/TT faculty was 
adjusted where possible for those faculties that are known to perform research in other than COE buildings and are 
anticipated to continue to do so by the plan horizon.

look at a 2013 base year analysis that includes an increase in College faculty to a student to faculty ratio of 20 to 
one (1) that represents the existing condition at many of the College’s peer programs. The COE is presently at an 

and how many would be anticipated to be tenure or tenure track so that a third research laboratory analysis could 
be performed in support of the physical planning effort. The following table is the result of this effort.
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Department Existing ASF

Current
Space per 

T/TT Faculty

Guideline
ASF per T/TT 

Faculty

Current T/TT 
Faculty in 
Guideline

Guideline
ASF

Surplus/
(Deficit)

Ideal T/TT 
Faculty in 
Guideline

Guideline
ASF

Surplus/
(Deficit)

Target Year 
Existing ASF

Projected
T/TT

Faculty
Guideline

ASF
Surplus/
(Deficit)

The total T/TT faculty at the base year Existing 2013 was 181 with 50 faculty adjuncts. To compare to the College’s 
peer group at the current enrollment, the T/TT faculty would need to number approximately 216. At the plan 
horizon undergraduate enrollment projection of 6,000 headcount students, it is anticipated that the College will 
require 295 T/TT faculty positions.

The 181, 216, and 295 T/TT faculty positions were used to determine the guideline space needs for research 
laboratory space in the needs analysis. The positions were allocated to each COE department. An adjustment was 
made to the department of Biomedical Engineering as, during the meeting with this department, it was noted that 
about 40% of the faculty perform research in COE buildings. The remaining faculty perform their research at the 
Medical School or other buildings not part of the COE inventory. The T/TT faculty in the Engineering Professional 
Development was excluded from this guideline application, as they were assumed not to perform research on 
campus. The T/TT faculty for this analysis was adjusted accordingly.

ASF per T/TT faculty in the COE. A guideline was developed for each department based on modules of square 
feet for the principle investigator and a team of post docs, graduate students, and other staff that work in the 
research laboratories. The modules vary from 520 ASF for mostly computational types of research to heavy research 
in programs with large equipment needs or a 1,760 ASF module. This resulted in an ASF per T/TT faculty per 
department that was applied to generate the recommended total ASF need. The table that follows illustrates the 
outcomes of the analysis for the three scenarios.

with the empirical information received by the consultant during on campus work sessions. Assuming the COE can 

Department
Faculty
Adjunct Faculty

T/TT
Faculty

Faculty
Adjunct Faculty

T/TT
Faculty

Faculty
Adjunct Faculty

T/TT
Faculty

Admin/Other
Biomedical Engineering  * 2 16 15 2 27 25 5 42 35
Chemical & Biological Engineering 1 20 18 1 23 23 3 38 30
Civil and Environmental Engineering 19 23 25 19 27 25 22 40 35
Electrical and Computer Engineering 4 42 38 4 42 38 8 50 45
Engineering Physics 2 17 20 2 20 20 5 35 30
Engineering Professional Development 16 38 6 16 40 6 20 50 10
Industrial  and Systems Engineering 2 17 17 2 17 17 5 30 25
Materials Science and Engineering 3 14 13 3 15 15 7 30 25
Mechanical Engineering 1 36 29 1 55 47 5 75 60
Grainger Institute for Engineering 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

50 223 181 50 266 216 80 390 295

Note: All numbers in headcount
         Faculty Adjunct less than .60 FTE
         T/TT = Tenure/Tenure Track
         Two "Associate Professor" included in "Faculty" but have < .60 FTE

Existing 2013 2013 Peer Faculty Projected 2021
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period of time or design standard that was considered appropriate at the time of construction but may not now meet 

generally in the building as a campus wide resource.

full-time or part-time status. The consultant then organized each into major categories as shown in the table below. 

are single occupancy in nature. The average across the COE buildings is approximately 160 ASF. The COE also 

but that task proved to be overwhelming and was terminated.

of staff over time. The approved recommendation 

2013 scenario. The 2013 Peer Faculty and projected 
2021 scenarios would then apply the UW System 

the UW System guidelines applied in the manner 
articulated above.

a guideline generated need for almost 205,300 ASF, 
which results in a surplus of around 27,500 ASF. 
In the 2013 Peer Faculty scenario the overall space 
surplus reduces to about 14,500 ASF, and at the 

as pre-design or renovation studies, the consultants or College will need to apply the UW System guidelines where 

Employee Type
2013 Modified 
Guidleine ASF

2013 Peer 
Faculty UW 

System
Guideline ASF

2021 UW 
System

Guideline ASF
Dean 300 1 5 1 5
Assoc Dean 200 120 120
Asst Dean 200 120 120
Director 180 120 120
Assoc Director 160 120 120
Faculty 160 120 120
Professor Emeritus 60 60 60
Visiting Professor 160 120 120
Research Faculty 160 120 120
Visiting Researcher 160 120 120
Faculty Adjunct 60 60 60
Postdoctoral 40 40 40
Professional 160 120 120
Research Professional 40 40 40
Technical 110 110 110
Research Technical 40 40 40
Secretarial & Clerical 80 80 80
Teaching Assoc/Asst 40 40 40
Graduate Assistant 40 40 40
Student Worker 40 30 30
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Library Guideline Application and Analysis

Library
Collections

2013 
Volumes

2020
Volumes

Current
Items

Conversion
 Factor

Volume 
Growth

Books/Serials (Volumes 63,067 1.00 0.00%63,067 63,067
Manuscripts & Archive 62,866 1.00 0.00%62,866 62,866
Gov't Documents (Vol 201,904 19.00 0.00%10,627 10,627
Unbound Serials (Displ 0 0.50 0.00%0 0
Microforms 1,594,789 80.00 0.00%19,935 19,935
Audio/Visual Materials 3,477 5.00 0.00%695 695
E-Books 0 1.00 0.00%0 0

157,190 157,190Total Volume Equivalents

2,000,001 
and above0 - 80,000

0.02

0
0

ASF per Volume

Collection Space

No. of Volume Equivalents

0.08 0.02 0.02

2013 Collection Space

2020 Collection Space

6,400 1,544 0

0.02

0
6,400 1,544 0 0

Total Collection Space 7,944 7,944

80,001 - 
200,000

200,001 - 
600,000

600,001 - 
2,000,000

2013
2020

Guideline 
ASF

Guideline 
ASF

Study Space
2013 

Headcount
2020 

Headcount
2013  

Stations
2020  

Stations
Percent of 
Headcount

Faculty (FTE)

480
180

6

Undergraduate Students 8% 4,322 346
8% 1,706 136

6,000
2,250

2% 319 6 319
Graduate Students

50% @ 25 ASF/Station

50% @ 35 ASF/Station

666489Total Study Stations

Multimedia Study Stations

8,3256,100
11,6558,540

Regular Study Stations

27,924
Total Study Space 14,640 19,980

TOTAL COLLECTION & STUDY SPACE 22,584
Service Space
(18.0%  of Total Collection and Study Space) 4,065 5,026
Lounge Space

1,466 1,999(3 ASF per Study Station)

28,115 34,949TOTAL LIBRARY GUIDELINE SPACE

Existing Space

SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)

38,766 38,766

10,651 3,817

Library Space

The Wendt Library is a component of the University of Wisconsin-Madison library system with the staff being COE 
employees. The facility includes volumes, manuscripts, patents, and government documents, but also includes an 
active learning classroom, the Wisconsin Collaborative for Enhanced Learning, and associated space on the upper 

presently undergoing a study of all library space on campus. The COE has representation on the study committee 
and will assist in the development of that plan. The consultants performed an analysis of the current and future 
space needs for the Library assuming the array of spaces typically programmed in a contemporary library setting. 

assumed to equal the existing collection at both the base and plan horizon. Reader stations were assumed to 
increase with the enrollment increase of the College. The following table illustrates the outcome of the analysis.
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Overall, the Wendt Library currently has around 38,800 ASF of library space. The space needs analysis for the 
Library showed a need for just over 28,000 ASF at the current student enrollment and the assumption stated 
previously. At the plan horizon, the guideline application shows a projected total need of slightly less than 35,000 
ASF of Library space. Both scenarios assume the use of compact shelving on the lower level of the building. The 
outcomes show a surplus of space even with increased reader stations due to enrollment growth. The possibility 
would, therefore, exist to add additional active learning space to the building. The outcome of the University wide 

Collaborative Learning/Study

There has been a strong movement toward more learner-centered instruction where students are required to be 
more active during class time and are often expected to engage in collaborative group projects as part of their 
overall class experience. This recognition of active learning has been more recently recognized as Constructivist 
theory, one that recognizes that knowledge is created through experience, rather than passively delivered from 
teacher to student. Coupled with research on higher student retention rates from participatory, active peer-to-peer 
learning, formal and informal collaborative learning spaces are being created in response to these discoveries that 

while fostering discovery, innovation, and scholarship.

areas and collaborative spaces are conducive to supporting these trends; they provide comfortable seating that 
fosters peer-to-peer informal conversation while giving students access to technologies that allow for social and global 
discussion, and sharing of research and content within group settings. The University has begun to implement these 
types of learner-centered instructional delivery options across campus. The consultant encourages the University to 
continue this progressive movement in all academic and support facilities on campus.

To aid in the creation of this space typology, the consultant has created a space category and developed a guideline 
space need for collaborative study spaces for the COE. The COE inventory was reviewed and selected room records 
were collected to form the basis for this space category. The following table shows those rooms aggregated to this 
category.

The consultant used two (2) ASF per student headcount as a guideline factor in determining an adequate amount 
of collaborative and study space for the College. This results in a need of about 12,000 ASF of this space in the base 
year 2013 and 16,500 ASF at the plan horizon. As buildings are constructed or renovated, this space type will need 
to be factored into the program to make sure that it is included in the project.

Space Use
Code
680
680
650
410
410
410
650
650
410
650
650

Room ID ASF
ECB 1076 225
ECB 1086 143
ECB 2139 403
ENGR HALL 1621 441
ENGR HALL 1629 1,105
ENGR HALL 1639 432
ENGR HALL 2250 467
ENGR HALL 2548 260
MATRLS SCI 231 208
MECH ENGR 1180 465
MECH ENGR 1188 465

ASF = assignable square feet

Selected Collaborative Learning Spaces
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Central Media Services
Engineering Media Services provides equipment, video production, graphic design and other services to the College. 
The consultants did not meet individually with this department but understand that the services provided are an 
important tool for student success. The space allocated to this category includes 530 Space Use Code from the 

assumed that the current space is adequate for this service in the base year 2013. At the plan horizon, the guideline 
generates a need for about 1,150 additional ASF to support these efforts.

Assembly & Exhibit

of large numbers of people. This includes theaters, auditoriums, concert halls, and arenas. Exhibit spaces are used 
for exhibition of materials, works of art, or artifacts intended for general use by students and the public. 

Examples of Assembly & Exhibit space at the College of Engineering rooms in Engineering Hall include ENGR HALL 
1640, 1610, 1610A, 1610B, and in the Materials Science and Engineering Building room MATRLS SCI 250. These are 
space codes in the 610’s from a Space Use Code perspective in the FICM. As with Collaborative study space types, 
the College needs to showcase “Engineering” in a more aggressive manner through providing galleries and other 
space in new and renovated facilities.

Merchandising/Lounge/Meeting

merchandising and lounge space in the Wendt Library and the Mechanical Engineering building. As with the previous 
two categories this space type is anticipated to be replicated in any new construction or major renovations. This will 
supply some of the space needs for social interaction among students, faculty and staff.

Central Computer/Shop/Storage
The space included in this category is located in all the buildings on the COE site. It includes central computer 
spaces for the Computer Aided Engineering department, as well as Chemical and Biological Engineering. It also 
represents much of the shop space in the B level of the Engineering Centers Building. To assist in the promotion of 
hands on instruction and to help support technology and departmental needs, this space will continue to be needed 

compared to the 8,250 ASF that presently exists.

Other Academic Department Space

Academic Department Space at the COE. This space typology includes departmental library space and the Wisconsin 

At the plan horizon the consultant applied 2.0 ASF per student headcount for the other academic department space. 

because the space is available for use, and some of this space could be consolidated into other space categories if 
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Limitations of Analysis

facilities information.  The data provides a “snapshot in time” of staff, course enrollments, and facilities at the College.  
Because space is constantly being shifted from one unit to another due to renovations and new construction, some 
units may have some false readings as they may have too much space (i.e., the inventory shows occupancy of two 

The Space Needs Analysis is a quantitative analysis only. All permanent existing space is counted regardless of 
its quality. Because several rooms in the facilities inventory have multiple functions (i.e., one room containing a 

among the appropriate room use and functional categories whereas the proposed area calculations are distributed 
among the room use and functional categories. Therefore, the relationship between existing space and proposed 
guideline space for individual categories should be considered as rough comparisons. The only true comparison is 
between a unit’s total existing space and proposed guideline space. 

Space needs analysis for the purpose of planning is a process that estimates space amounts likely to be needed 

of the space standards used, and the validity of the projections. 

The scope of this study did not identify every individual department requirement and did not include detail normally 

level analysis. Further, this study only analyzed space needs and did not evaluate the quality of existing space or 

as the area measured within the interior walls of a room that can be assigned to a program. It does not include 
circulation, mechanical or building service spaces.
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APPENDIX A | SPACE NEEDS BY ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT

Appendix A contains a snapshot of the space needs outcomes by academic department in the College of Engineering.

college results, the less accurate they become. Several factors are inherent of this issue. Among them is that the 
facility inventory provided for this study was not fully vetted for departmental assignment of rooms. Many rooms 
were merely assigned to the college administration. Also research laboratory space in centers and institutes were 
not subdivided by department as this wouldn’t be feasible. Therefore, the outcomes by department may be a 
general indicator of need but should to be reevaluated with further in depth study.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
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Surplus/ 
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Existing
ASF

Current and Future Space Needs

College Space
3,108Teaching Laboratories & Service 4,355 5,858(1,247) (2,750)3,108

12,198Research Laboratories & Service 11,520 12,960678 (762)12,198
7,947Offices & Service 11,945 12,930(3,998) (4,983)7,947

404Collaborative Learning/Study 1,112 1,521(708) (1,117)404

28,932 33,26923,657 (5,275) (9,612)TOTAL 23,657

ASF = Assignable Square Feet
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
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Current and Future Space Needs

College Space
11,419Teaching Laboratories & Service 2,135 2,8789,284 8,54111,419

889Open Laboratories & Service 823 98566 (96)889
34,497Research Laboratories & Service 31,680 38,7202,817 (4,223)34,497

19,509Offices & Service 17,460 18,9802,049 52919,509

518Central Computer/Shop/Storage 567 776(49) (258)518

52,665 62,33966,832 14,167 4,493TOTAL 66,832

ASF = Assignable Square Feet
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
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Current and Future Space Needs

College Space
3,262Teaching Laboratories & Service 2,078 2,7861,184 4763,262

2,368Open Laboratories & Service 2,191 2,624177 (256)2,368
28,346Research Laboratories & Service 33,120 40,320(4,774) (24,544)15,776

21,498Offices & Service 21,885 23,690(387) (6,704)16,986

234Collaborative Learning/Study 644 881(410) (647)234
299Merchandising/Lounge/Meeting 587 803(288) (504)299

1,167Other Academic Department Space 1,033 957134 (190)767

61,538 72,06157,174 (4,364) (32,369)TOTAL 39,692

ASF = Assignable Square Feet
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
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College Space
10,192Teaching Laboratories & Service 10,458 13,833(266) (3,641)10,192

1,670Open Laboratories & Service 1,545 1,850125 (180)1,670
39,415Research Laboratories & Service 34,560 42,2404,855 (2,825)39,415

24,986Offices & Service 25,295 27,200(309) (2,214)24,986

260Collaborative Learning/Study 715 979(455) (719)260
1,257Other Academic Department Space 1,112 1,568145 (311)1,257

73,685 87,67077,780 4,095 (9,890)TOTAL 77,780

ASF = Assignable Square Feet
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
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60,436 71,11565,672 5,236 (5,443)TOTAL 65,672

ASF = Assignable Square Feet
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
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Current and Future Space Needs

College Space
0Teaching Laboratories & Service 3,313 4,463(3,313) (4,463)0

629Open Laboratories & Service 582 69747 (68)629
3,968Offices & Service 17,430 18,705(13,462) (14,737)3,968

21,325 23,8654,597 (16,728) (19,268)TOTAL 4,597

ASF = Assignable Square Feet
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
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College Space
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23,097 27,42338,255 15,158 10,832TOTAL 38,255

ASF = Assignable Square Feet
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
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38,056 43,46738,093 37 (5,374)TOTAL 38,093

ASF = Assignable Square Feet
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
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College Space
13,973Teaching Laboratories & Service 28,062 37,577(14,089) (23,604)13,973
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39,419Research Laboratories & Service 41,760 48,960(2,341) (9,541)39,419

29,566Offices & Service 18,705 20,09010,861 9,47629,566

88,963 107,14983,429 (5,534) (23,720)TOTAL 83,429

ASF = Assignable Square Feet
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APPENDIX B | SPACE USE CODES

The Summary table is reproduced from the (FICM), 
2006 Edition

4.3 Space Use Codes 

Space use codes represent the recommended central or core concepts for classifying the 
assignable space, by use, within campus facilities (see section 5.2, Required Data Elements).  A detailed 
outline of room use codes is available in table 4-2.  

 
 
Table 4-2.  Outline of space use codes 
 
ASSIGNABLE AREA 
 

100 Classroom Facilities  540 Clinic  
110 Classroom  545 Clinic Service  
115 Classroom Service  550 Demonstration  

  555 Demonstration Service 
200 Laboratory Facilities  560 Field Building 

210 Class Laboratory  570 Animal Facilities 
215 Class Laboratory Service  575 Animal Facilities Service 
220 Open Laboratory  580 Greenhouse  
225 Open Laboratory Service  585 Greenhouse Service  
250 Research/Nonclass Laboratory  590 Other (All Purpose) 
255 Research/Nonclass Laboratory Service   

 600 General Use Facilities 
300 Office Facilities 610 Assembly  

310 Office  615 Assembly Service  
315 Office Service 620 Exhibition  
350 Conference Room 625 Exhibition Service  
355 Conference Room Service  630 Food Facility  

  635 Food Facility Service 
400 Study Facilities 640 Day Care 

410 Study Room 645 Day Care Service 
420 Stack  650 Lounge  
430 Open-Stack Study Room  655 Lounge Service 
440 Processing Room  660 Merchandising 
455 Study Service  665 Merchandising Service  

  670 Recreation 
500 Special Use Facilities 675 Recreation Service 

510 Armory  680 Meeting Room 
515 Armory Service  685 Meeting Room Service 
520 Athletic or Physical Education   
523 Athletic Facilities Spectator Seating   
525 Athletic or Physical Education Service   
530 Media Production   
535 Media Production Service    
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Table 4-2.  Outline of space use codes—Continued 
 
700 Support Facilities  900 Residential Facilities  

710 Central Computer or Telecommunications 910 Sleep/Study Without Toilet or Bath 
919 Toilet or Bath  715 Central Computer or Telecommunications 

Service 920 Sleep/Study With Toilet or Bath 
720 Shop 935 Sleep/Study Service 
725 Shop Service 950 Apartment 
730 Central Storage  955 Apartment Service 
735 Central Storage Service 970 House 
740 Vehicle Storage   
745 Vehicle Storage Service 000 Unclassified FacilitieS 
750 Central Service  050 Inactive Area  
755 Central Service Support  060 Alteration or Conversion Area  
760 Hazardous Materials Storage  070 Unfinished Area  
770 Hazardous Waste Storage    
775 Hazardous Waste Service NONASSIGNABLE AREA 
780 Unit Storage   

  WWW Circulation Area 
800 Health Care Facilities W01 Bridge/Tunnel 

810 Patient Bedroom  W02 Elevator 
815 Patient Bedroom Service  W03 Escalator 
820 Patient Bath  W04 Loading Dock               
830 Nurse Station  W05 Lobby 
835 Nurse Station Service  W06 Public Corridor 
840 Surgery W07 Stairway 
845 Surgery Service   
850 Treatment/Examination Clinic XXX Building Service Area 
855 Treatment/Examination Clinic Service X01 Custodial Supply Closet 
860 Diagnostic Service Laboratory X02 Janitor Room 
865 Diagnostic Service Laboratory Support X03 Public Rest Room 
870 Central Supplies X04 Trash Room 
880 Public Waiting  
890 Staff On-Call Facility  YYY Mechanical Area 
895 Staff On-Call Facility Service  Y01 Central Utility Plant 

  Y02 Fuel Room 
  Y03 Shaft 
  Y04 Utility/Mechanical Space 
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Executive Summary 

A feasibility study was conducted to determine whether use of instructional space (classrooms and labs) 
can be improved through the use of optimization techniques for instructional space scheduling. A 
systems-engineering optimization model was developed and used to evaluate strategies for deploying 
instructional space. The study used College of Engineering (CoE) class scheduling and instructional space 
for the evaluation. Data were obtained from previous class schedules and by interviewing of scheduling 
personnel in CoE. Outcomes of the study were evaluated in terms of the number and percentage of 
instructional spaces used as well as metrics related to campus sustainability.  
 
The study showed that using optimization techniques for scheduling can result in improved utilization of 
instructional space and has potential to reduce the overall number of rooms required to deploy the 
curriculum in the CoE. In addition, imposing scheduling flexibility on offering times for class sections and 
exploiting this flexibility within a scheduling model can achieve a significant reduction in the number of 
instructional rooms required to deploy the curriculum. These savings can be achieved with only a small 
change in the frequency of assigning instruction in locations outside home building assignments for 
faculty and or at times that differ from times preferred by faculty. Reducing the number of rooms used 
for scheduled instruction in the CoE could result in significant energy and custodial service cost savings 
associated with delivering curriculum to students and allow repurposing of unused instructional rooms 
for other CoE activities. 
 
Based on these findings, the following is recommended: 

Pilot the optimization of the Spring 2015 schedule of classes for CoE in coordination with the Office 
of the Registrar. This may lead to strategies to optimize scheduling for all UW-Madison classes 
campus-wide. 
Elevate scheduling responsibilities from department to the college level to obtain greater utilization 
of instructional space. 
Develop a change management plan to encourage faculty and staff to accept the findings and 
conclusions of this and previous studies and adopt the flexibility and process changes necessary to 
allow improvements for campus through optimization.  

 

In light of the need for all of campus to benefit from the lessons learned in this and previous 
instructional space studies, we do not recommend replicating the CoE optimization feasibility study in 
other schools or colleges. 
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Introduction  

Conversation throughout higher education has indicated that improved utilization of space saves money 
and improves sustainability metrics at universities. Using space wisely allows existing space to be 
repurposed or decommissioned, reduces capital expenditures and maintenance costs associated with 
construction of new space, and reduces the environmental and economic footprint incurred by 
delivering the mission of higher education. There is significant interest at UW-Madison to use space 
more effectively. Administrative Excellence (AE), Facilities Planning and Management, the College of 
Engineering (CoE) Space Committee, and Educational Innovation all have examined space utilization on 
campus, albeit with different goals and focus. UW-System and the State of Wisconsin have also 
indicated they are reluctant to build new space if existing space is underutilized. 
 
An AE study conducted in 2012-2013 indicated that instructional space utilization at UW-Madison 
currently is 42%, whereas many universities have successfully improved utilization to 65%. Current UW-
Madison policy also stipulates a minimum utilization rate of 67% for classroom space (varies for other 
spaces on campus). Past studies at UW-Madison on instructional space utilization have drawn the 
following conclusions: 
 

Utilization of instructional space across campus is below campus standards. The average 
campus-wide classroom utilization is 42.6%, whereas the target utilization in campus policy is 
67%  

 
Utilization of general assignment classrooms is higher than utilization of department 
classrooms. The average general assignment (GA) room utilization is 53.5%, whereas the 
average department classroom utilization is 31.7%, suggesting that centralized campus 
assignment of instructional space results in greater utilization.  

 
Campus currently has more supply than demand for instructional space. Only 10% of rooms 
scheduled for instruction met the classroom target utilization of 67% (88 of 887 rooms 
scheduled 2011-2012).  

 
Non-compliance with scheduling policies is more prevalent in scheduling of department 
classrooms. Campus policy provides 14 standard daily class start times and 14 standard meeting 
patterns, whereas 72 unique daily start times and 47 unique meeting patterns used are used 
across campus. However, 90% of scheduled sections comply with standard start times and 82% 
of scheduled sections comply with standard meeting patterns. This affects up to 7% of GA 
classrooms and 47% of department classrooms. As an example, start times or meeting patterns 
that are out-of-compliance leads to approximately 225 variations in start time, end time, and 
class length  on Monday mornings between 7:30 am and 12:00 noon. The combined effect of 
non-compliance with policy is 22% of scheduled sections are out-of-compliance with either 
standard start time and/or standard meeting pattern. 

 
Thus, an opportunity exists to use instructional space more efficiently on campus. Craig Benson, Co-
Director of the Office of Sustainability and Alice Gustafson , Director of Administrative Process Redesign 
(APR) for campus, proposed a feasibility study to evaluate if a more efficient academic scheduling 
process could result in greater instructional space utilization at UW-Madison, thereby improving the 
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sustainability metrics associated with delivering education. They chose the College of Engineering (CoE) 
as a test case on campus. 
 
The goal of the feasibility study was to understand the reduced need for instructional space that could 
be accomplished by assigning space for instruction more optimally. To achieve this goal, a systems-
engineering optimization model was developed and used to evaluate strategies for deploying 
instructional space in CoE. Outcomes of the study were evaluated in terms of metrics related to campus 
sustainability. The study did not engage in actual space scheduling or space repurposing, assess research 
space, evaluate methods to report space utilization in real time, or explore methods to measure or track 
success in optimal space use. This report describes the methods and outcomes of the study, and 
provides recommendations for future initiatives to use instructional space more optimally on campus.  
 
 
Methodology 
A Working Team met biweekly over a nine-month period to define and analyze the space optimization 
modeling for the CoE courses to be scheduled in instructional space on the CoE campus. The Working 
Team defined and implemented data gathering exercises, developed modeling approaches and 
strategies, and created measures to articulate the outcomes of the study.  Input from a Steering 
Committee and the study Sponsors was gathered along the way to confirm and refine the method. 
 
Data Gathering and Reconciliation 
The study required an extensive amount of data regarding class schedules, room requirements, and 
course conflicts. CoE departmental curricular representatives were interviewed to understand and 
document the planning and scheduling processes. The Working Team followed processes described by 
CoE departments in developing semester instruction plans to determine the course conflicts. 
Additionally, CoE departmental curricular representatives provided information about meeting patterns 
that must be assigned to a specific room. All data were reviewed for completeness and consistent 
definition for collection and use in scheduling.  
 
Modeling Approach 
An optimization model was developed to assign instructional space to meet a specific objective given a 
fixed set of rooms and a set of scheduling constraints. Optimization is a modeling paradigm where a 
mathematical model is applied to decision problems. Solutions to the decision problem are evaluated 
according objectives and optimization algorithms seek solutions that perform well with respect to these 
objectives while additionally obeying a set of given restrictions. Formally, an optimization model is 
characterized by a set of decision variables and a set of constraints. 
 
The optimization model was developed to simulate CoE class scheduling in CoE instructional space 
based on the assumption that the time and room of course meeting patterns are chosen centrally. The 
decision variables in the optimization model indicate whether or not a given meeting pattern should be 
scheduled in a specific offering time and in a specific room. Constraints ensure that the schedule does 
not contain overlaps and that scheduled rooms are of sufficient capacity.  
 
Assumptions and Limitations 

1. The class schedule data used is from Fall 2012 and Spring 2013. Results are reported for the Fall 
2012 scenario. Similar results were obtained using Spring 2013 data. 
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2. CoE class scheduling meeting patterns and the CoE weekly instruction schedule were used in the 
model to represent typical conditions in CoE. The Working team thoroughly reviewed CoE 
department scheduling procedures to incorporate rules that prevent curricular conflicts. 

 
3. The modeling was limited to CoE courses and assumes all CoE courses are scheduled in space on 

the CoE campus; 136 non-CoE course sections currently taught on the CoE campus were 
removed from the CoE instructional space schedule for modeling. 

 
4. All CoE instructional space (department and GA classrooms and class labs) is equally available 

providing a combined 96 rooms on the CoE campus for instruction. 
 

5. The base scenario model follows campus policy for allocation of instructional space (classrooms 
and class labs) and uses standard start times and standard days/patterns. 

 
6. Flexibility is built into the schedule by including a buffer of three offering times for each 

instructional room over the instruction week. 
 
The following minimum requirements for input data are listed below (see the Appendix for specific or 
formal definition of terms): 

Set of meeting patterns. Each meeting pattern is a section offered within a course. Instruction 
may occur multiple times during the week in a meeting pattern. 
Set of offering times. An offering time is the set of times in which instruction may take place. For 
example "MWF 0800AM-0850AM" is an offering time used by the model. In the model, meeting 
patterns are matched directly with offering times. Each meeting pattern has an associated set of 
offering times in which it may be scheduled feasibly. 
Set of rooms. Key attributes of each room used in this study are seating capacity and categorized 
use.  
Set of course conflicts. Courses are considered “conflicting” if students are required to take 
these two courses in the same semester.  

 
 
Constraints 
The following constraints were developed for any feasible room schedule. 

1. Each meeting pattern must be scheduled in a feasible room. A room is feasible for a meeting 
pattern if the capacity is at least as large as the class enrollment and if the categorized use of the 
room matches the meeting pattern. Some meeting patterns are assigned to only one room, as 
determined by CoE departmental curricular representatives. 

2. Each meeting pattern must be scheduled in a feasible offering time. For this study, possible 
offering times were restricted to offering times following university policy. The model used the 
time the meeting pattern was taught in the actual previous schedule as a surrogate for the 
“ideal time” that meeting pattern would be taught, but allowed the meeting pattern to be 
scheduled at times different from that “ideal time,” with a restriction that the duration of the 
offering time must stay the same, and the start-time should be within two hours of the start 
time of the ideal time, or be at exactly the ideal time but on a different day (e.g., a meeting 
pattern offered at 4:00-5:15 p.m. on Tuesday/Thursday could be moved to the same time on 
Monday/Wednesday). 
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3. Discussion and lab sections within a course could not overlap with the lecture associated with 
the course (de facto meeting pattern course conflicts). Overlap of different discussion and lab 
sections within the same course was limited. 

4. Discussion and lab sections for courses defined to be in conflict were scheduled to minimize 
overlaps. Specifically, the model ensures lectures of different courses do not overlap and that 
the majority of lab and discussion sections do not overlap. 

5. If the same instructor teaches multiple courses, times of these courses cannot overlap. 
6. Every room must have three unscheduled offering times during the week. This constraint is 

included as a buffer to allow flexibility in modifying the schedule in response to late changes in 
course offerings. This constraint also provides flexibility to assign non-CoE courses in CoE space. 
 
 

Measures 
A set of baseline measures was established to reflect current instructional usage and provide 
comparison for modeling outcomes. The following measures were used: 

Number of rooms used for instruction:  total number of rooms used by the schedule. 
% in previous room: Percentage of meeting patterns assigned to same room they were 
scheduled in the previous schedule. This measure is based on the assumption that the room 
assigned for the previous meeting pattern was acceptable, and hence is a “good” room. In an 
implementation of this model, this metric could be replaced with % in “most desired room”, 
where the most desired room would be specified by the department offering the course. 

% in home building:  Percentage of meeting patterns assigned to the home building of the 
department offering the course. If a meeting pattern is not assigned to the previous room, then 
the model attempts to assign the pattern to a room in the home building of the department 
offering the course. 

% at ideal time:  Percentage of meeting patterns assigned to a standard offering time as close as 
possible to which the meeting pattern was previously assigned. 

% near ideal time:  Percentage of meeting patterns that were assigned to a standard offering 
time with the start time within 1.5 hours of the start time that was previously assigned. 

 
 
Review and Refinement 
The Working Team reviewed the assumptions in modeling, including removing all non-CoE courses, 
returning all CoE course from off CoE campus, using campus policy standard meeting patterns and start 
times, and moving courses out of non-instructional CoE space into classrooms and class labs. The 
Working Team also reviewed results of the simulations periodically to evaluate feasibility and to 
determine adjustments needed to establish baseline calculations. Replication of the current schedule 
(using CoE instructional space only) as well as following campus scheduling policies were also reviewed 
and discussed in detail. The best scenarios summary was reviewed and discussed along with the number 
of rooms, soft conflicts, home buildings, ideal time constraints, and the measures of room capacity 
utilization. A variety of scenarios were developed to evaluate the effects of modifying constraints to 
increase or restrict flexibility. 
 
The Working Team identified measurable progress milestones for the development of a systems 
engineering approach to simulate optimal space utilization by outlining the sequence of steps needed to 
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accomplish the goals of the charter. These milestones were used to guide the project and chart 
progress. These milestones assisted the Working Team with accomplishing the goals in the charter. 
 
A Steering Committee reviewed and accepted the defined baseline measurements, constraints, 
modeling terminology and assumptions.  The Steering Committee was disbanded after reviewing the 
modeling approach.  
 
Input on the formulation was solicited from the Project Sponsors, along with recommendations for next 
steps and additional analyses. Two updates were conducted for the Project Sponsors.  
 
Craig Benson, John Booske and Alice Gustafson joined the Working Team and Bill Elvey joined the 
Project Sponsors in their oversight role. The Working Team reviewed the initial model execution and 
identified the gaps in constraints defined. 
 
 
Sustainability Analysis 
Data were gathered on energy consumption, energy costs, and custodial costs for classroom and class 
lab spaces for use in the sustainability analysis. Data assignments were based on un-weighted energy 
consumption for classrooms and class labs (i.e., buildings do not have sub-metering for electrical use by 
space type, so all spaces are assumed to use energy equally) and un-weighted custodial costs for those 
same rooms.  Data were not available to compute other sustainability metrics, such as greenhouse gas 
emissions and water use. All energy and custodial data were obtained from Facilities Planning and 
Management (FP&M). 
 
The analysis included all of the CoE buildings included in the Feasibility study.  

Engineering Centers Building 
1410 Engineering Drive 
Engineering Hall 
Engineering Research Building 
Material Science & Engineering Building 
Mechanical Engineering Building 
Water Science & Engineering Building 
Wendt Commons 

 
Energy consumption in rooms was computed as the product of the energy consumption per unit area in 
the building and the area of each room. The custodial cost for instructional rooms was computed as the 
product of the area of each room and the custodial costs per unit area. Energy costs were computed 
assuming the energy cost is $.08656/kWh, which was provided by FP&M. An annual custodial cost of 
$2.59 per assignable ft2 was also provided by FP&M. Sustainability metrics were normalized per student 
credit hour (SCH) to provide generality.  For Fall 2012, the Office of the Registrar indicated that CoE 
provided 31,532 SCH. 
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Results 

The preliminary model and scenario analysis centered on understanding the different tradeoffs in class 
schedule measures---number of rooms used, number of courses in home building, and number of 
classes at or near the ideal time---described in the preceding section. The result of the preliminary 
analysis was a proper calibration, or “weighting,” of these objectives so that the optimization model 
returned schedules that fared well across all metrics. The primary measure used to guide the 
optimization is minimizing the total number of rooms used for instruction, while location and time 
measures were given smaller weightings. 
 
The performance of a representative optimized solution for the Fall 2012 is shown in the following table 
and compared to the actual schedule using the measures described in the preceding section. 
 

 
Scenario 

Rooms used 
(96 available) 

GA rooms 
used 

Room 
utilization 

% in previous 
room 

% in home 
building 

% at ideal 
time 

% near 
ideal time 

Current 73 40 36.5% 100 86.2% 100 100 
Best Fit 52 30 60.9% 64.7% 91.1% 81.3% 99.5% 

 
The optimized solution is able to use 21 fewer rooms than the implemented schedule, while increasing 
the number of meeting patterns offered in the home building and scheduling nearly all of the meeting 
patterns very close to the time in which it was previously offered. This performance was representative. 
For nearly all scenarios investigated by the Working Team, the optimized schedule was able to create a 
class schedule that used significantly fewer rooms than the schedule that was used in Fall 2012 or Spring 
2013. 
 
Subsequent analysis was conducted to attempt to address the primary question of the project: To what 
extent does flexibility in scheduling policy and centralized scheduling impact the efficiency of space 
utilization for instruction? Additional analysis was performed based on feedback from the stakeholders 
to assess the impact of increased enrollment on scheduling efficiency. 
 
Impact of Flexibility 
The Working Team undertook an analysis to understand the extent of the gains in efficiency that were 
tied to the ability to completely determine the offering time for all of the meeting patterns. Specifically, 
in a "real" implementation of a centralized scheduling approach, the Working Team anticipated that 
complete flexibility does not exist when setting the offering times for all meeting patterns. To simulate 
this behavior, the optimization model was run with a given percentage of the meeting patterns having a 
fixed offering time. In the simulation, the meeting patterns for which the offering time was to be fixed 
were chosen randomly, and the remaining meeting patterns were scheduled so as to accommodate 
these fixed offering times.  
 
The following table gives a summary of the results of this experiment: 
 
Percentage Fixed Rooms Home Building Near Ideal Time 
10% +1 -1.4% +5.4% 
40% +3 -4.0% +2.8% 
80% +3 -6.0% +8.7% 
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The table shows the difference in schedule measures compared to an optimized scenario run without 
fixing any offering times. For example, the third line indicates that fixing the offering times for 80% of 
the meeting patterns results in the use of 3 more rooms for instruction, a 6% decrease in the number of 
meeting patterns offered in the same building, and an 8.7% increase in the number of meetings patterns 
offered at or near their ideal offering time. The experiment gives evidence that with a centrally-
optimized schedule, inducing only a modest amount of flexibility into the schedule may result in 
significant improvements in room use efficiency, while maintaining a desirable schedule from a student 
and instructor perspectives. 
 
Impact of Increased Enrollment 
We also conducted an experiment to investigate the effect of increasing class size on the optimized 
schedule where flexibility is allowed. In this experiment we fixed the number of rooms that can be used 
to 51, and then attempted to find a schedule that maximized the number of courses taught in their 
home building or at their ideal time. For simplicity in this analysis we assumed that all meeting patterns 
increased by the same fixed percentage, either 10% or 19%. In reality, increasing enrollment would 
more likely be distributed as increased class sizes for lectures, but increased number of sections for 
discussions and lab components of a course. We report the numbers for the Fall 2012 data set in the 
table below. We find that with the schedule flexibility, it was possible to increase the enrollment across 
the board and still obtain a feasible schedule, with a modest decrease in the measures of % in home 
building and % at ideal time. We ran the same experiment using the data from Spring 2013, but found 
that with the same number of rooms (51) it was no longer possible to schedule all the meeting patterns 
when the enrollments increased even by 10%. We conclude that this scheduling process has the 
potential to help deal with increasing enrollments, but before instructional rooms are taken offline, a 
more detailed study considering the expected future enrollments should be performed. 
 

 
Scenario 

Rooms used 
(96 available) 

 
Room utilization 

 
% in home building 

 
% at ideal time 

Current 73 36.5% 86.2% 100% 
Best Fit – No increase 51 59.4% 89.9% 77.3% 

Best Fit – 10% Increase 51 59.4% 86.2% 71.6% 
Best Fit – 19% Increase 51 59.4% 83.7% 72.1% 

 
 
Sustainability Metrics 
 
The sustainability analysis indicated that deploying the curriculum in accordance with the optimized 
instructional space identified in this study could result in substantial savings in energy and janitorial 
costs.  For example, implementing the aforementioned “best fit” instructional space assignments would 
result in an energy savings of 32 kWh per SCH compared to existing methods, which corresponds to and 
energy cost savings of $2.75 per SCH or $86,800 for the semester under consideration.  Custodial savings 
would be $2.95 per SCH, or $92,900 for the semester under consideration.  Similar savings were 
obtained with the modest increases in enrollment described above. 
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Summary of Results  

1. The current number of CoE instructional spaces (classrooms and class labs) available for weekly 
instruction exceeds the CoE curriculum demand for instructional spaces for the actual class 
schedules and the scenarios that were considered. 
 

2. Improved utilization of instructional space has the potential to reduce the overall number of 
rooms used for CoE curriculum instruction. The “saved” space can be used to accommodate 
courses from other campus schools and departments or can be repurposed into other (non-
instructional) uses (e.g., graduate student and staff offices, etc.). 
 

3. Preliminary scenarios indicate that small changes in increased enrollment in CoE may be 
accommodated within the college by exploiting scheduling flexibility. 
 

4. Based on preliminary model scenarios, a significant reduction in the number of instructional 
rooms needed to accommodate the CoE semester curricular requirements can be achieved by 
allowing flexibility on what offering time is used by individual class sections, and exploiting this 
flexibility within a scheduling model. 
 

5. The energy and custodial costs associated with deploying the educational mission of CoE can be 
reduced significantly (approximately 35% in the cases considered) by assigning instructional 
space more efficiently using optimization techniques. 

 
 
 
Conclusions 

1. Model scenarios demonstrate that the number of needed instructional rooms can be reduced 
with small percentage changes in the preference for home building assignments and preferred 
class start times. This reduction in rooms lowers the cost and energy consumption associated 
with deploying the educational mission of the College of Engineering. 
 

2. Achieving the benefits of optimization will require that the scheduling process be centralized, 
and that departments will need to provide key information and student-driven constraints to 
the central scheduler. 
 

3. The potential improvements in utilization identified in this study rely heavily on the assumption 
that flexibility is included in the process and a system is in place that can take advantage of this 
flexibility to produce a practical schedule for the entire CoE with the reduced number of rooms. 
Reducing the rooms assigned for instructional use is not recommended until such a system is in 
place.   
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Recommendations 

1. Pilot the optimization of the Spring 2015 schedule of classes for CoE in parallel with the Office of 
the Registrar to evaluate the optimization process under more realistic conditions where an 
initial schedule must be constructed based on estimated needs, and the schedule must be 
modified as the actual requirements become known. This may lead to an optimization exercise 
for scheduling all university classes within the Office of the Registrar, using existing software and 
testing current campus policy. The availability, capability, and cost of optimization tools, 
including commercial software systems that can perform room assignment and scheduling when 
given flexibility in the course offering times, may need to be explored as a result of the proposed 
pilot. The Instructional Space Inventory database of room attributes for all campus instructional 
space (GA and department) should be used for identifying all available instructional space on 
campus. 

 
2. Elevate scheduling responsibilities from department to the college level to obtain greater 

utilization of instructional space. 
 

3. Develop a change management plan to encourage faculty and staff to accept the findings and 
conclusions of this and previous studies and adopt the flexibility and process changes necessary 
to allow improvements for the campus through optimization strategies. In order to successfully 
gain usable space on campus through better utilization of instructional space it is necessary for 
faculty and staff to accept the findings and conclusions of this and previous studies. 
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Appendix A: Space Utilization Pilot – College of Engineering 
Phase I – Feasibility Study

Charter Document 
v13 08-27-13 approved

August 27, 2013

Team Name Space Utilization Pilot – College of Engineering

Executive 
Sponsors

Provost – Paul De Luca
Vice Chancellor for Finance and Administration – Darrell Bazzell
College of Engineering Dean – Ian Robertson

Steering 
Committee
(Core Team)

College of Engineering – Steven Cramer, John Booske
Office of Sustainability – Craig Benson, Angela Pakes Ahlman
Facility Planning and Management – Bill Elvey, Doug Rose
Administrative Excellence – Alice Gustafson, Tim Wiora
Education Innovation – Chris Olsen
Office of the Registrar – Scott Owczarek, Beth Warner

Participants
(Working 
Team)

*Office of Sustainability – Angela Pakes Ahlman, Amy Duwell Brockdorf
*Administrative Excellence – Tim Wiora
College of Engineering Faculty – Jeffrey Linderoth, James Luedtke
College of Engineering Graduate Student - TBD
Office of Space Management – Doug Rose
Office of the Registrar – Ed McGlinn, Michelle Young

*also serve as liaison to core team

Background The AE Instructional Space Utilization team confirmed that, in general, we 
underutilize our instructional space.  The next step toward space optimization 
requires an understanding and a rebalancing of competing priorities such as class 
scheduling, energy efficiency, effective use of custodial staff in cleaning, and 
student and faculty preferences for location and class time.  A feasibility study on 
classroom space optimization is being proposed within the College of Engineering 
(CoE). Students and faculty will create a systems engineering model to evaluate 
the variables related to instructional space decisions and assist in determining an 
optimum strategy for instructional space usage within the College of Engineering.   

Current Campus Data:
1. About 6% of campus space is assigned as instructional space (includes 

classroom and class labs)
2. 967 rooms are classified as instructional space (357 as General 

Assignment and 610 as Departmental). Almost 100 non-instructional rooms 
are used for instruction

3. In Engineering, there are roughly 95 classrooms and class labs used for 
instruction

4. Utilization is targeted at 67% by university policy; actual use for General 
Assignment averages 53.5% and Departmental use averages 31.7%
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Goals This feasibility study will bring a variety of perspectives together to better 
understand space utilization within one school, the College of Engineering (CoE).
The goal is to understand the level of optimization that could be accomplished in 
CoE and to develop strategies that could be implemented to achieve greater 
optimization.

Specific goals include:

Using a graduate student project, develop a systems engineered 
optimization model that can be used to determine optimal strategies for 
deploying academic space usage in CoE
Evaluate the optimization in terms of metrics related to our campus 
sustainability, such as cost per student credit hour (SCH), energy use
per SCH, emissions per SCH, sq. footage per SCH)
Identify data, policies, or procedures needed to enable optimal space 
utilization within the desired educational outcome
Develop recommendations for a pilot program

Scope Within Scope:
Developing model and conducting space optimization simulations.  No actual space 
will be scheduled or repurposed within this feasibility study.

Out of scope: 
Research space and activity within the College of Engineering
Design of instructional scheduling software or solutions
Deployable software development
Methods to keep real time utilization data in view of faculty and students
Measurement and tracking of success in more optimal instructional space use

NOTE:  Work efforts related to this initiative will not preclude the use of the 
instructional space data by other individuals on campus

Critical 
Assumptions

1. Faculty and graduate student(s) will develop code and conduct necessary 
optimization simulations

2. Refined scope may be needed for each deliverable as more information is 
known

3. The pilot will include space within the current footprint of the College of 
Engineering including Wendt Commons

4. Optimization will only consider re-purpose or re-use of current footprint and will 
not include new construction as a viable solution

Timeline Summer 2013
Development of the expectations/parameters for the fall pilot
Approvals from Dean Robertson, VCFA Bazzell and Provost DeLuca
Academic alignment activities within CoE
Communication materials for CoE and campus

Fall 2013
Feasibility Study Begins – Development of optimization simulations
Progress Report – End of Fall semester
Final Report – End of Spring semester
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Pilot 
Deliverables

1. Systems engineered model
2. Progress Report
3. Final report including pilot recommendations

Approvals Provost DeLuca and Vice Chancellor Bazzell approved the charter 8.27.13



Appendix B: Data Assumptions for COE Space Pilot Study
Hyeongmin Han, Jeff Linderoth, Jim Luedtke

1 Terminology

• Meeting pattern

– Course lecture, section, or lab that should be assigned to a time and instructional room. Each

row in MeetingPatterns-1.xlsx file represents a meeting pattern.

– ID: SubjectCode CatalogNumber SectionNumber MeetingNumber. E.g: 490 313 001 1 implies

ISYE 313 Lecture001-1

• Course

– A group of meeting patterns that have same subject code and catalog number.

– ID: SubjectCode CatalogNumber. E.g: 490 313 implies ISYE 313

• Offering time

– Time that meeting patterns can be assigned to

– ID: Begintime Endtime MTWRFS. E.g: 08:50 09:40 YNYNYN is offered on Monday, Wednesday,

and Friday from 8:50a.m. to 9:40p.m.

• Standard offering time

– Defined by the document, standard class hours.pdf

∗ Approval-needed standard offering times: standard offering times that need Provost’s ap-

proval.

∗ Basic standard offering times: All the standard offering times that exclude Approval-needed

standard offering times.

• Instructional room

– Instructional room that meeting patterns can be assigned to. Each row in COE Instructional

Space Attributes Report 1122-1124.xlsx file represents an instructional room. Also, we add

Wendt Commons 0410, 0410A and Engineering Hall 2211 to the list of instructional rooms. In

defining the instructional rooms, we used only the rooms that have Use-Subuse codes 110(Class-

rooms) and 210(Class Labs). If a room has Use-Subuse code 220 (Open lab), we include it in the

list of instructional roms only if it is listed as a “mandatory room” for some meeting pattern.

– ID: BuildingNumber RoomNumber. E.g: 0408 3024 implies Engineering Hall 3024.

2 Data Assumptions

1. Meeting patterns

• A meeting pattern is not included for scheduling if the meeting pattern has no begin time.

• Meeting patterns that do not meet for the full semester (session code is not ’A1’) are treated in

the following manner:

– If the meeting pattern was offered only for one or two days, it was not included for scheduling.
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∗ In Fall 2012-2013, meeting patterns with session code ’AAA’, ’DAA’, ’FAA’, and ’JCB

are deleted.

∗ In Spring 2012-2013, there is no meeting pattern that is offered only for one or two days.

– Pairs are formed if they need the same room and do not overlap. The pairs are tehn considered

as single meeting patterns to be scheduled.

∗ In Fall 2012-2013, ’320 315 001 1’ and ’320 315 002 1’ are paired.

∗ In Spring 2012-2013, ’418 171 001 1’ and ’821 200 002 1’ are paired. Also, ’320 315 001 1’

and ’320 315 002 1’ are paired. For non-engineering meeting patterns, ’132 771 301 1’

and ’132 772 301 1’ are paired.

– The remaining meeting patterns (just a couple of them) are scheduled as a full-session meeting

pattern.

• We merged meeting patterns that were scheduled at the same offering time in the same room.

– ’Back to back’ meeting patterns.

∗ In Fall 2012-2013, ’612 349 302 1’/’612 349 002 1’, ’612 349 304 1’/’612 349 004 1’, ’612 349 305 1’/’612 3

’612 349 306 1’/’612 349 006 1’,

’612 349 307 1’/’612 349 007 1’, and ’612 351 303 1’/’612 351 003 1’ were merged.

∗ In Spring 2012-2013, ’490 350 301 1’/’490 350 601 1’, ’490 350 302 1’/’490 350 602 1’,

’490 350 303 1’/’490 350 603 1’, ’612 349 002 1’/’612 349 302 1’,

’612 349 004 1’/’612 349 304 1’, ’612 349 006 1’/’612 349 306 1’,

’612 349 007 1’/’612 349 307 1’, ’612 351 001 1’/’612 351 301 1’,

’612 351 003 1’/’612 351 303 1’, and ’612 351 004 1’/’612 351 304 1’, were merged.

– ’Joint’ meeting patterns.

∗ In Fall 2012-2013, ’636 362 001 1’/’636 803 010 1’, ’320 376 301 1’/’320 376 302 1’, ’320 376 303 1’/’320 3

’320 376 305 1’/’320 376 306 1’,

’320 376 307 1’/’320 376 308 1’, ’320 376 309 1’/’320 376 310 1’,

’320 376 311 1’/’320 376 312 1’, ’320 377 301 1’/’320 377 302 1’,

’320 377 303 1’/’320 377 304 1’, ’320 377 307 1’/’320 377 308 1’,

’320 210 303 1’/’320 370 001 1’, ’320 210 304 1’/’320 370 002 1’,

’207 315 303 1’/’207 462 301 1’, and ’320 370 003 1’/’320 210 302 1’ were merged.

∗ In Spring 2012-2013, ’320 210 303 1’/’320 370 001 1’, ’320 210 302 1’/’320 370 002 1’,

’612 577 301 1’/’612 577 303 1’, ’612 313 310 1’/’612 601 403 1’,

’320 376 301 1’/’320 376 306 1’, ’320 376 302 1’/’320 376 311 1’,

’320 376 303 1’/’320 376 312 1’, ’320 376 305 1’/’320 376 308 1’,

’320 377 302 1’/’320 377 305 1’, ’320 377 303 1’/’320 377 306 1’, and

’320 377 304 1’/’320 377 307 1’, were merged.

• Non-engineering meeting patterns that were previously scheduled in engineering campus can op-

tionally be added. (In our base scenario they are excluded.)

2. Offering times

• Only standard offering times are used.

– By default, we allow basic standard offering times (approval-needed standard offering times

are excluded).

– Evening times are defined as offering times that begin later than 17:30. At most two meeting

patterns can be assigned to evening time in the same room.
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• Additional offering times are added for the meeting patterns that cannot be assigned to the

standard offering times.

– For example, ’320 454 301 1’ is offered on Tuesday and Thursday for 3:00 hours, but there

is no standard offering time that the meeting pattern can be assigned to. So we add

’07:45 10:45 YNYNNN’, ’07:45 10:45 NYNYNN’, ’14:25 17:25 YNYNNN’, ’14:25 17:25 NYNYNN’

to the set of offering times.

3. Instructional rooms

• The base set of available instructional rooms is taken from the COE Instructional Space Attributes

Report 1122-1124.xlsx file. If a room previously had no meeting pattern is assigned to it, it is

excluded.

4. Conflicts between meeting patterns

(a) We first build a list of courses that are considered to be in conflict. The idea of a conflict pair of

courses is that students may need to take these two courses in the same semester, and therefore

the schedule should allow this.

• The list of course conflicts was initially populated with data from Eagle

(http://sd3.Engr.wisc.edu/flowcharts/), where we assumed any pair of courses

that is suggested to be taught in the same semester in some program is a conflict pair of

courses.

• This set of conflicts ws then refined based on interviews with department staff.

(b) Conflicts between meeting patterns are defined based on the conflicts between courses according

to the following rules.

i. Suppose two courses A and B are considered to be in conflict.

• In most cases, every meeting pattern associated with course A is assumed to be in conflict

with every meeting pattern associated iwth course B.

• The exception to the previous rule is that if a course has more than three offerings of

a component (lecture, lab, discussion) then only a subset of the meeting patterns are

considered to be in conflict.

ii. Conflict of meeting patterns within a course.

• Meeting patterns are grouped by component type (lectures, labs, discussion sections).

Between component types, all meeting patterns associated with a component type are

assumed to be conflicts with all meeting patterns in another component type. In each

component type, at most three meeting patterns are assumed to be conflict with each

other.

(c) Conflicts are divided into a set of hard conflicts and set of soft conflicts. Pairs of meeting patterns

that have a hard conflict are never allowed to be scheduled at overlapping times. The model allows

a very small number of the pairs of meeting patterns that have a soft conflict to be scheduled at

overlapping times.

i. Conflict between two courses A and B. Only one lecture in course A is assumed to be a hard

conflict with one lecture in course B.

ii. Conflict of meeting patterns within a course.

• For each course, if it has multiple lectures, subgroups of meeting patterns were created

which each include one lecture and roughly the same number of discussion and lab sections.

The lecture and all labs or discussions in each subgroup are in hard conflict.
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• Also, in each component type, at most three meeting patterns are assumed to be hard

conflict with each other.

5. Overlap of offering times.

• Two offering times are considered to overlap if they overlap on any day or the ending time of one

is within 10 minutes of the begin time of the other. For example, ’10:50 11:40 YNNNNN’ and

’11:45 12:35 YNNNNN’ are in conflict because of the gap.

• In terms of the evening time, there is no conflict between evening times on different days. Also,

there is no conflict between evening time and non-evening time.

6. Possible offering times for each meeting pattern.

• This is based on the offering time when the meeting pattern was scheduled in a previous semester.

We first find the standard offering time that is closest to the historical offering time for each

meeting pattern, which we define as the ideal offering time.

• If ideal offering time started later than 17:30, evening times can be considered as a possible offering

time. Otherwise, the meeting pattern cannot be scheduled in evening times.

• The duration of the offering time must match the duration of the ideal offering time, with a five

minute tolerance (e.g., a meeting pattern that has 55 minutes duration can be assigned to the

standard offering times that have 50 minutes duration).

• The set of possible offering times for a meeting pattern is defined by using a set of offering times

that with smallest distance to the ideal offering time, where the distance between offering time x

and y is defined as:

d(x, y) = dday(x, y) + dtime(x, y)

Here:

dday(x, y) =

{
3 If offered days of x and y are not same

0 Otherwise

dtime(x, y) is defined as follows. If x and y are both non-evening times, then

dtime(x, y) =
(hourly difference in begin time + hourly difference in end time)

2

If only one of x and y is evening time, then dtime(x, y) = 5. If x and y are both evening time,

then dtime(x, y) = 0.

• Only the seven ”closest” offering times to the ideal offering time will be the elements of the set

of possible offering times.

7. Possible instructional rooms for each meeting pattern.

• For meeting patterns that were previously offered ‘OFF CAMPUS’, we introduce a dummy room

that these meeting patterns can be assigned to. An unlimited number of meeting patterns can be

assigned to this room. Only meeting patterns that were previously offered ‘OFF CAMPUS’ can

be assigned to this room.

• We used the following procedure as a starting point for determining the set of instructional rooms

a meeting pattern can be assigned to.

(a) Capacity
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– An instructional room can only be in the set of possible rooms for a meeting pattern

if ’Section count’ of the meeting pattern is less than or equal to ’Seat count’ of the

instructional room.

– If ‘Section count’ of a meeting pattern is less than or equal to 15, then the meeting pattern

can only be assigned to instructional rooms with ‘Seat count’ less than or equal to 30.

– If ‘Section count’ of a meeting pattern is greater than 15, then the meeting pattern can

only be assigned to instructional rooms with ‘Seat count’ less than or equal to 2.5∗(Section
count).

(b) Subuse

– We defined a list of ‘room categories’ by merging ’Use-Subuse’ attribute. Also, we added

’Blended’ as a special category to list of Room categories. Wendt Commons 0405, 0410,

0410A, Mechanical Engineering Building 3121, and Engineering Hall 2317 were considered

as ’Blended’ rooms. The full set of room categories are below, with the set of ‘Use-Subuse’

attributes that were assigned to that category.

∗ Classroom: Assembly - Auditorium, Class Laboratory - Instrument, Class Laboratory

- Laboratory Equipment, Class Laboratory - Practice Laboratory, Class Laboratory

Service - Workroom, Classroom - Classroom, Classroom - Seminar, Conference Room

- Conference, and Media Production - Media Studio

∗ Lecture Hall: Classroom - Lecture Hall

∗ Computer Laboratory: Class Laboratory - Computer Laboratory, and Open Laboratory

- Computer Laboratory

∗ Wet Laboratory: Class Laboratory - Wet Laboratory, and Class Laboratory Service -

Wet Laboratory

∗ Dry Laboratory: Class Laboratory - Dry Laboratory, and Open Laboratory - Dry

Laboratory

∗ Research / Nonclass Laboratory - Dry Laboratory: Research / Nonclass Laboratory -

Dry Laboratory

∗ Research / Nonclass Laboratory - Wet Laboratory: Research / Nonclass Laboratory -

Wet Laboratory

∗ Blended: Blended

– For each meeting pattern, we first find the instructional room the meeting pattern was

previously assigned to, and then find the room category for that room (based on its ‘Use-

Subuse’ value). Any rooms that are in the same room category and meets the capacity

constraint are considered a feasible instructional room for that the meeting pattern.

– We obtained a list of courses that were not previously taught in a ‘Blended’ room, but

which should be taught in a ‘Blended’ room going forward. For these courses, we ignore

the instructional room where they were previously scheduled, and instead require that

they be scheduled in a ‘Blended’ room. The list of these courses are following:
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’207(BME) 201 001 1’ ’207(BME) 310 001 1’ ’207(BME) 310 001 2’

’240(CIV ENGR) 320 001 1’ ’240(CIV ENGR) 320 001 2’ ’240(CIV ENGR) 330 002 1’

’320(ECE) 203 301 1’ ’320(ECE) 219 001 1’ ’320(ECE) 230 001 1’

’320(ECE) 230 001 2’ ’320(ECE) 230 001 3’ ’320(ECE) 252 003 1’

’320(ECE) 252 301 1’ ’320(ECE) 252 302 1’ ’320(ECE) 352 001 1’

’320(ECE) 352 001 2’ ’320(ECE) 352 002 1’ ’320(ECE) 352 002 2’

’320(ECE) 431 001 1’ ’320(ECE) 630 001 1’ ’346(EMA) 201 301 1’

’346(EMA) 201 303 1’ ’346(EMA) 201 305 1’ ’346(EMA) 201 306 1’

’346(EMA) 201 307 1’ ’346(EMA) 201 308 1’ ’348(EPD) 690 010 1’

’496(INTEREGR) 103 001 1’ ’684(NE) 506 001 1’

– Meeting patterns scheduled in the rooms that were not in our list.

i. If component type of the meeting pattern is lecture, discussion, or seminar, ’Subuse’ of

the meeting pattern is considered as ’Classroom’

ii. If component type of the meeting pattern is laboratory, define appropriate ’Subuse’ for

the meeting pattern.

∗ In Fall 2012-2013, ’612 160 003 1’ and ’418 595 001 1’ were considered as ’Computer

Laboratory’.

∗ In Spring 2012-2013, ’612 160 003 1’ is considered as ’Computer Laboratory’.

(c) Mandatory rooms.

– By conducting interview with department staff, a list of meeting pattenrs that required a

particular instructional room (or one of a set of instructional rooms) was identifed. For

such meeting patterns, the requirements given in this list were used in place of the above

procedure.

– Each row in Input Mandatory rooms.csv file represents mandatory rooms for a meeting

pattern.

8. Home building of a meeting pattern.

• We defined the home building of each program as follows:

Department Building

BME ECB

CBE, CEE, ECE, EMA, GLE Engr Hall

EP Engr Research Building

ISYE, ME, NE ME Building

MSE MSE Building

EPD, INTERENGR, PRO OR No home building

• A meeting pattern is considered to be taught in its home building if it is taught in the home

building of the program that offers the meeting pattern. For programs with no home building,

every meeting pattern associated with that course is considered to be taught in its home building

regardless of which building it is taught in.
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COE Space Analysis – Custodial and Energy Costs
Assumptions, Data Analysis & Conclusions
Office of Sustainability

Appendix C: Background on Sustainability Analysis 
Instructional Space Optimization Feasibility Study

UW-Madison College of Engineering

This portion of the feasibility study gathered data to analyze sustainability metrics related to 
operations and maintenance costs of using the classrooms spaces. For all campus 
engineering buildings in the study (listed below), data collection was based on the un-weighted 
energy consumption for classrooms and the un-weighted janitorial costs for those same
classrooms.  All energy and custodial data was obtained from University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Facilities Planning and Management (FP&M) Physical Plant.

COE Buildings Included in the Study
Engineering Centers Building
1410 Engineering Drive
Engineering Hall
Engineering Research Building
Material Science & Engineering Building
Mechanical Engineering Building
Water Science & Engineering Building
Wendt Commons

Study Assumptions
Average cleaning cost/ASF = $2.59 (from FPM)
Calculations were based on Assignable Square Feet (ASF) for cleaning and electrical 
use.
Average cost of energy/kWh = $.08656 (from FPM)
The buildings do not have sub-metering for electrical use by space type, so energy use is 
the same regardless of room type in a given building.
Total kWh includes ALL electricity in building (i.e. fans, pumps, outlets, lighting, etc.)
Heating is supplied by Campus Central Steam System and Cooling is supplied by the 
Campus Central Chilled Water System.  Per FPM, heating and cooling energy 
components may be as much as 2-3 times the electrical energy used in each building;
this energy use was not taking into consideration as the campus is on a looped system,
meaning the costs for heating and cooling the spaces in the study would be required 
regardless (spaces cannot be isolated).

Calculations
Annual Cleaning Cost per Room = (Room Area) * (Cleaning Cost per ASF)
Annual Cost of Energy per Room = (Area of Room) * (Annual Energy Cost per ASF)
Average kWh per ASF of Building = (Annual kWh per ASF) / (ASF of Building)
Annual energy cost per ASF of room = (Average kWh per ASF of Building) * (ASF of 
room) * (Average cost of energy/kWh)
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Appendix D: Current Class Scheduling Process 

UW-Madison uses Peoplesoft as our Student Information System, which is the repository of all of the 
room assignments. However, we use a product called R25 (made by Collegenet) to handle the academic 
room assigning for the General Assignment (GA) classrooms. All other rooms are assigned by the owning 
unit, via a variety of other systems. 
 
The Schedule of Classes build process, which includes GA room assigning, goes through three phases.  
 
Phase One: Initial Call 
Departments get to start updating a Fall or Spring term about midway through the previous like term 
(i.e. Spring 2014 term work is begun in mid-Spring 2013, around late March). They have until about 
three weeks before the start of the opposite term to finish their initial data entry. The Registrar's Office 
then locks departments out of that term in ISIS, and begins work on the term, including room assigning, 
final exam code assigning, and other enrollment setup issues. At this point, we make the initial room 
assignments for the term (usually about 6000-6300 sections into 375 rooms). All ISIS Range 1 sections 
(about 2700 Lecture and Seminar sections) are examined by RO staff for quality of assignment. 
 
Phase Two: Final Call 
Departments get to review and update their offerings, including all room assignments. This work usually 
occurs about 6 weeks after they were last able to make changes. They get usually 8 working days to 
make their final changes. Then the Registrar's Office locks them out of that term in ISIS again and 
reviews all changes and makes re-assignments (usually 700-1000 sections). Each of these re-assignments 
is made manually. 
 
Phase Three: Post-Final Call Adjustments 
Around mid-term the following term's Schedule is made public via Course, Class Search, and the Student 
and Faculty Centers (mid-October for Spring, mid-March for Fall). After this date, departments can make 
daily changes to their class offerings, and the Registrar's Office checks daily for changes made that 
would involve GA room assignments (usually 5-10/day), up to and after the beginning of a term. 
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9.4 Facility Condition Analysis Detail
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9.5 ERB Life Safety Study
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UW Madison
Engineering Research Building

Life Safety Study

The following report centers around identifying fire safety and building code issues related to the 

ductwork functions, penetrations, and dampers in the four main mechanical ductwork and piping 

shafts in the building. We would like to thank the maintenance staff at Engineering Centers for their 

cooperation during our on site building visits.

JDR Engineering along with Assemblage Architects were hired to perform a life safety study that 

concentrated on the buildings fire rated duct shafts and the penetrations through these shafts.  The 

agreed upon task were as follows:

Field verify and document existing conditions in the mechanical riser shafts.

Identify fire safety and building code issues related to ductwork functions, penetrations, and 

dampers in the shafts.

Provide recommendations and preliminary budgets to address deficiencies.  One estimate will 

reflect what is required to bring the shafts up to code when the building was built and another

recommendation to bring the shafts up to current code.

Verify and document the function of each duct in the shafts, all duct risers, presence of fire 

dampers, and any additions or modifications to available plans.

Research building codes at the time of existing building construction and document fire safety 

issues in place at the time.

Research current building codes and provide comparisons as to what building changes would 

need to take place to meet current fire safety codes.

CODE REQUIREMENTS FOR HVAC ALTERATIONS
The building was designed in 1966 and believed to have been constructed in 1967-1968. The codes 

that applied at the time of construction were the State of Wisconsin Department of Industry, Labor and 

Human Relations “Building and heating, ventilating and air conditioning code” Chapters 50 through 59 

inclusive.

2939 S. Fish Hatchery Road, Suite 100, Madison, WI 53711
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The building was classified as of fire resistive construction with no restriction on height or floor area. 

Fire resistive construction was defined in Chapter Ind. 51 Definitions and Standards. Vertical shafts in 

fire-resistive construction were required to be of 2-hour fire-resistive construction:

Ind 51.001 Fire-resistive construction - (4) Enclosures for elevator or dumbwaiter shafts, vent 

shafts, stair wells, waste paper chutes and other similar vertical shafts shall be of 2 hour fire-

resistive construction as specified in section Ind 51.05 with all interior openings therein protected 

by fire-resistive doors or windows as specified in section Ind 51.09.

All vertical shafts were constructed with 2 hour rated masonry walls.

In Chapter 59 – Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning, ducts that penetrate fire-resistive 

construction were required to have fire dampers:

Ind 59.69 – (13) Fire dampers – Heating and ventilating ducts shall not pass through fire walls, fire 

partitions, floors and air shaft walls requiring fire-resistive construction of 2 hour or better rating 

unless approved fire dampers or doors are installed in the opening.

Therefore all duct penetrations through vertical shaft walls and through rated floors should have been 

originally equipped with fire dampers as defined in Chapter 59.

The “International Existing Building Code – 2006”, as adopted for use in Wisconsin, provides for three 

methods of compliance when work is undertaken on an existing building. 

Chapter 3 (the Prescriptive Compliance Method) states:

[M] 302.8 Mechanical. Additions, alterations, renovations or repairs to mechanical installations 

shall conform to the International Mechanical Code without requiring the existing installation to 

comply with all of the requirements of this code. Additions, alterations or repairs shall not 

cause an existing installation to become unsafe, hazardous or overloaded.

2939 S. Fish Hatchery Road, Suite 100, Madison, WI 53711
Phone: 608-277-1728 | Fax: 608-271-7046
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Minor additions, alterations, renovations and repairs to existing installations shall meet the 

provisions for new construction, unless such work is done in the same manner and 

arrangement as was in the existing system, is not hazardous and is approved.

Based on Section [M] 302.8 we conclude that repairs and alterations to the existing ductwork will not –

by themselves – require conformance to the provisions of the International Existing building Code as 

adopted by the State of Wisconsin.

LIFE SAFETY AND ACCESSIBILITY IMPROVEMENTS
Under the current building codes, the building lacks significant life safety and accessibility features.  

While the building is not required to comply with the current code, it may be most economical to 

consider upgrading the building’s life safety features to the current code requirements during the 

mechanical system upgrade.  The life safety improvement including providing the building with a fire 

suppression system will positively effect the design of the mechanical system including the rating of 

the dampers among others.  

The following analysis reflects the current building and it’s deficiencies in relation to current building 

codes.

EXISTING BUILDING
To analyze the building in relation to current Wisconsin codes – including the International Existing 

Building Code - the following will used as the basis for building evaluation:

Occupancy – B (Business) with undetermined areas of H-1 through H-5 (Areas containing 

Hazardous Materials)

Class of Construction – 1 A
Size – Basement 24,231 gsf 

First Floor 16,539 gsf
Floors 2-13 86,136 gsf total (7,178 gsf/floor)
Mechanical Penthoue 5,626 gsf
TOTAL            132,532 gsf

2939 S. Fish Hatchery Road, Suite 100, Madison, WI 53711
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This Class of Construction allows for Unlimited Area per floor, unlimited height, and an 
unlimited number of stories.

SYSTEMS IN PLACE

The existing building has the following life safety features in place

1. Fire alarm system with manual pull stations at two or more locations on each floor.

2. Horn/strobe devices approximately every 20’ in corridors on each floor.

3. Smoke detectors in ceilings of corridors spaced at approximately 24 feet on center.

4. Stand pipe in each stair with hose connection at each floor.

5. Fire fighter’s phone connection in each stair at each floor.

6. 2 fire hose cabinets at each floor.

7. Updated controls on passenger elevators.

8. Firefighters telephone boxes at two locations on each floor.

9. Fire alarm panel in first floor lobby.

All of these systems require additional investigation to verify if they comply with current code 

requirements. In addition, the presence and extent of stand-by power has not been determined.

HIGH RISE BUILDING
Because there are floors higher than 75’ above the fire department access level the building would be 

classified as a High Rise Building under current code standards. Pertinent requirements include:

404 High Rise Building: 
403.2 Automatic sprinkler system: Buildings and structures shall be equipped throughout with an 

automatic sprinkler system in accordance with Section 903.3.1.1 . . . Not currently installed.
403.3 Reduction in fire-resistance rating: Allows reduction in required fire resistance ratings of 

major building components if the building has sprinkler control valves equipped with supervisory 

initiating devices and water flow initiating devices for each floor. This section permits the fire 

rating of vertical shafts other than exit enclosures and elevator hoistway enclosures to be 

2939 S. Fish Hatchery Road, Suite 100, Madison, WI 53711
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reduced to one hour where automatic sprinklers are installed within the shafts at the top and at 

alternate floor levels. – Not currently installed.
403.5 Automatic Fire Detection: Smoke detection shall be provided in accordance with Section 

907.2.12.1 – Currently in place. Conformance with existing standards should be verified.
403.6 Emergency voice/alarm communication systems: An emergency voice/alarm 

communication system shall be provided in accordance with Section 907.2.12.2 – Needs further 
investigation.

403.7 Fire Department communications system: A two-way fire department communications 

system shall be provided for fire department use in accordance with Section 907.2.12.3. -

Currently in place. Conformance with existing standards should be verified.
403.8 Fire Command: A fire command center complying with Section 911 shall be provided in a 

location approved by the fire department. – Needs further investigation.
403.9 Elevators: Elevator operation and installation shall be in accordance with Chapter 30. –

Needs further investigation.
403.10 Standby Power: This section requires a stand-by power system with varying requirements 

specified in the subordinate paragraphs. – Needs further investigation.

The installation of an automatic sprinkler system would result in the greatest improvement to 
life safety. It would also address several deficiencies in the accessibility of the building.

EXISTING PROBLEM AREAS
Aside from the installation of an automatic sprinkler system and the verifications of the systems listed 

above, the strongest barriers to bringing the building into compliance with the current codes are 

related to means of egress, toilet facilities, general accessibility, energy consumption and hazardous 

materials.

MEANS OF EGRESS
All floors of the building are served by 2 stair towers, two passenger elevators, and a freight elevator. 

On floors two through thirteen there are no issues with exit distances, exit widths, common paths of 

travel or dead end corridors. The basement and the first floor are served by additional exits in the area 

that connects this building to the older engineering building to the West.

2939 S. Fish Hatchery Road, Suite 100, Madison, WI 53711
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Smokeproof Enclosures
Based on Section 1020.1.7 Smokeproof enclosures, both stair towers would have to “ . . . 
smokeproof enclosure(s) or pressurized stairway(s) . . .”. It is not known at this time if the 

stairways comply with any of the special requirements for these classifications. If the pressurized 

option is not chosen, a vestibule entrance would be required at each floor to each stair. This would 

require significant reorganization of space on each floor.

Areas of Refuge
Because any work on this building would be considered “…alterations to existing building.” (Section 
1007.1 Exception 1), accessible means of egress are not required. 

If accessible means of egress were to be incorporated into the building, the stairs and/or elevator 

would have to be brought into compliance with the requirements of Section 1007 – ACCESSIBLE 
MEANS OF EGRESS.

If a complete automatic sprinkler system is installed, the requirements for providing two means of 

accessible egress from each floor can be met by alterations to stair hand rails to provide extensions at 

all landings. Areas of refuge and communication systems not required by Section 404 HIGH RISE 
BUILDINGS would not need to be provided. However, if an elevator were to be incorporated as one of 

the means of accessible egress, it would require an area of refuge (Section 1007.4  Elevators). This 

would require significant reorganization of space on each floor.

If a sprinkler system is not installed then areas of refuge would be required at each stair serving as an 

accessible means of egress. This would also require significant reorganization of space as well as the 

installation of two way communication systems with posted instructions and special identification 

signage based on requirements of Section 1007.

TOILET FACILITIES
Currently, toilet facilities are provided on each floor. There appear to be an adequate number of 

fixtures overall. However, on most floors there is only one toilet room, alternating between Men’s and 

Women’s rooms from one floor to the next. While some attempts have been made to improve the 

2939 S. Fish Hatchery Road, Suite 100, Madison, WI 53711
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accessibility of the toilet rooms, none appear to meet current accessibility standards and all are too 

small to be made fully accessible.

Installation of accessible toilet facilities for both sexes on each floor would consume a significant 

amount of space. Occupant load on floors two through thirteen (72 persons) would require 2 toilet 

stalls and one lavatory for women’s facilities and one toilet stall, one urinal and one lavatory for men’s 

facilities. This would take up a minimum of 180 square feet per floor. Because of the limited 

accessibility opportunities at the existing toilet facilities it would be difficult to incorporate them into 

new accessible facilities. 

GENERAL ACCESSIBILITY
The building sits on an elevated platform that is accessed by stairs and public entries on two sides 

and an exterior wheelchair ramp on the East end that provides access to the south side entrance only. 

Automatic door operators with push pads are installed at the south and north side main entrances.

General circulation meets most accessibility standards. Corridor widths are adequate and doors 

separating fire areas are wide enough for wheelchair access and equipped with power operators and 

push pads. There are some doors to rooms that are too narrow for wheelchair access and clear areas 

for turning through doors are not always up to standards. Some doors do not have the required 

clearances on the push and pull sides.

There are horn/strobe enunciator devices in all corridors visible/audible from all corridor areas. It is not 

known if there are adequate enunciator devices in individual rooms. There is no Braille way-finding 

signage anywhere except for the internal elevator controls.

The lack of accessibility to toilet facilities is discussed above. Wheelchair accessible drinking 

fountains (Electric Water Coolers) are present on each floor, though there are no EWC’s for standing 

persons.

The most important issue regarding accessibility is the lack of proper accessible means of egress 

addressed previously. The life safety of persons with disabilities is highly limited by this problem.
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LIGHTING 
Improvements to lighting systems and controls result in the most significant savings in energy 

consumption in a building of this age. A study of the lighting systems and controls should be 

undertaken, independent of an overall energy analysis of the building. Lighting controls do not meet 

current codes in terms of day lighting adjustments and occupancy sensing.  It may be most cost 

effective to improve the lighting system in the building during the building’s mechanical system 

upgrade.  

MECHANICAL SHAFTS
There are four(4) main mechanical shafts that are located in the Southwest, Northwest, Northeast, 

and Southeast corners of the building.  All but the Northeast shaft starts at the Basement ceiling level 

and continues up through the building to the 14th floor mechanical room level. The Northeast shaft 

starts at the first floor ceiling level and continues up to the 14th floor mechanical room level.

Within each shaft are a variety of supply ducts, return ducts, general exhaust ducts, toilet room 

exhaust ducts, fume hood exhaust ducts, and some specialty exhaust ducts (i.e. paint room, nuclear 

room, etc.). There are also numerous steam, condensate, hot water, chilled water and plumbing 

pipes within each of the chases.  Currently the building is not sprinkled so there is no fire protection 

piping being routed in the mechanical shafts except there may be some standpipe located in the 

shafts that was hidden.

The southwest shaft can be accessed on each floor at the floor level by going through an adjacent 

Janitor’s room.  There is a grating on the shaft floor so you can step inside the shaft on that floor level.  

These areas of the southwest shaft tend to have the most storage of boxes and janitorial supplies.  

The southwest shaft carries the majority of the supply air duct risers for the building as well as several 

exhaust duct risers (for fume hoods, general exhaust, and toilet exhaust). There is also several floors 

where telecommunication racks and equipment are located within the shafts.

The northwest shaft is only accessible by access doors in the northwest stairwell.  There are some 

floors that do not have access to this shaft.  This shaft contains primarily exhaust ducts but also has a 

return duct riser and supply duct for a portion of the shaft.  There is also an inaccessible shaft 
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adjacent to the northwest shaft that contains the return ductwork for HV-11.  There are grates at 

various locations in this shaft for maintenance work and access to ducts and piping.

The northeast shaft is accessed through the bathroom on each floor in the northeast corner of the 

building.  This shaft only contains piping and the exhaust riser for all the toilet rooms in the northeast 

corner of the building.  There is a metal grate over of portion of the shaft on each floor for access to 

piping and ductwork.  Janitorial supplies are routinely stored in the shaft on the floors.

The southeast shaft is accessible by access doors in the southeast stairwell. There are some floors 

that do not have access to this shaft.  This shaft contains primarily return air ducts for the building and 

also some exhaust duct risers.  There is also an inaccessible shaft adjacent to the southeast shaft 

that contains the supply and return ductwork for HV-12.  There are grates at various locations in this 

shaft for maintenance work and access to ducts and piping.

EXISTING HVAC AIR SYSTEMS
The majority of the heating, ventilating, and air conditioning in the building is handled by two(2) 

constant volume air handling units located in the 14th floor mechanical room. These units are labeled 

as AHU-A and AHU-B on the existing plans.  There are other smaller constant volume air handling 

units that serve smaller areas of the building like specialty lab areas. Each of the main air handling 

units have a return fan associated with them.  The supply fans for AHU-A and AHU-B have variable 

frequency drives installed on them with the frequency drives locked in at 100% speed and possibly 

only used for balancing purposes. The return air for the two main large units is transferred from the 

occupied spaces back to the corridors and them through wall return grilles in the end of the corridors

near the southeast shaft.

The ductwork in the shaft is all “s and drive” and seems to be very leaky.  This is evident in that in 

several locations some exhaust duct risers are trying to pull more air than what the ductwork is 

reinforced for and the duct is partially concaved in.  If more air is required to be exhausted at fume 

hoods and other areas and too much leakage is occurring then the exhaust fan output is increased to 

the detriment of the ductwork construction.  In talking with a building mechanic, the duct leakage is an 

issue throughout. 
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The exhaust duct risers in the shafts serve toilet rooms, general exhaust, fume hood exhaust and

some specialty exhaust like snorkels and paint areas.  Each of the different exhaust types has a main 

duct riser that picks up that respective exhaust type for each floor and is routed to an exhaust fan in 

the 14th floor mechanical room or roof.

EXISTING FIRE DAMPERS
As stated in the Architectural review above, the four main vertical mechanical shafts are all 2 hour 

rated.  There are some instances where the location of the existing fire damper is inaccessible or the 

duct is in a location that it cannot be verified without moving an existing duct.  The existing plans show 

fire dampers at all the duct penetrations to the 2 hour rated walls.  A typical fire damper is a curtain 

type damper that has a fusible link that allows the damper curtain to fall if the fusible link is 

compromised.  The type of fire damper that is installed in this building is a multi-blade type with a 

fusible link and is rarely used in today’s construction. The existing fire dampers are labeled as a “Vent 

Products” fire damper but we could not find any existing data on the dampers to verify the rating of 

them.  They are listed as 2 hour on the existing plans. The existing fire dampers look to be old and 

poor condition.  Doubtful whether they would actually close in the event of a fire. Not all duct 

penetrations of the 2 hours rated shaft walls have fire dampers.  See attached plan M100 for a 

pictorial representation of the duct risers with existing fire dampers shown. When there was a fire 

damper installed there was an access panel in the associated ductwork to get to the existing damper.  

The location of some of the access panels did not allow good access to those dampers.

There were also motorized dampers located directly behind the fire dampers in the return air from the 

corridors near the southeast shaft.  There were several of the motorized dampers that were closed 

and therefore no return air was being returned from that respective floor.  The motorized dampers 

looked to be connected to the respective pneumatic actuators but whether the actuators worked or not 

is unknown.  It is also unknown what the purpose is for the motorized dampers for each corridor 

return.

EXISTING FIRE PROTECTION
The building is currently not sprinkled but there are stand pipes in the stairwells. The Division of State 

Facilities recently had a project that upgraded the fire alarm system in the building to the codes that 
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were applicable two years ago.  We did notice duct detectors mounted on the main return duct at that 

respective floor level.  The detector looked to be installed during the fire alarm upgrade project.  The 

existing stairwells did not have air pressurization systems installed for smoke control.  The sprinkler 

system and stairwell pressurization was not required by code at the time the building was built.

CONCLUSION
The proposed HVAC modifications that pertain to the sealing of openings in the existing shafts and 

addressing deficient existing fire dampers would bring the building into compliance with the original 

building code at the time of construction. However, the building is deficient in multiple areas in terms 

of compliance with current BUILDING codes including life safety and lacks many features that would 

make the building fully accessible. Further study will be required to determine the specific scope and 

detailed costs for the improvements discussed above.  

The included Opinion of Probable Construction Costs is only for helping to decide what is to be 

included in the next step of the project.  After a decision is made on a direction and what options are 

to be pursued then a more detailed cost estimate would need to be done reflecting the detailed scope.
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9.6 Site and Utility Infrastructure Analysis Details

Site Assessment - Existing Conditions Inventory & Analysis



Appendix - Site and Utility Infrastructure Analysis Details 
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Flad Architects  •  AEI  • Paulien & Associates     І 13I1R COE Master Plan  І page 0

CoE Master Plan - Site Utilities
Steam – Existing Conditions

9.7 Site Utility Diagrams
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Flad Architects  •  AEI  • Paulien & Associates     І 13I1R COE Master Plan  І page 2

CoE Master Plan - Site Utilities
Chilled Water – Existing Conditions
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Flad Architects  •  AEI  • Paulien & Associates     І 13I1R COE Master Plan  І page 4

CoE Master Plan - Site Utilities
Electrical – Existing Conditions
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Flad Architects  •  AEI  • Paulien & Associates     І 13I1R COE Master Plan  І page 6

CoE Master Plan - Site Utilities
Signal – Existing Conditions
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Flad Architects  •  AEI  • Paulien & Associates     І 13I1R COE Master Plan  І page 8

CoE Master Plan - Site Utilities
Compressed Air – Existing Conditions
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Flad Architects  •  AEI  • Paulien & Associates     І 13I1R COE Master Plan  І page 9

CoE Master Plan - Site Utilities
Domestic Water – Existing Conditions per FPM Documentation

Note: Routing and date of piping indicated is based on current FPM Plumbing Shop documentation.  Refer to following page for more detailed breakdown by year on map provided
by DFD.  Note that discrepancies in piping routes and dates should be verified through more detailed analysis performed in the program phase of future building projects
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Flad Architects  •  AEI  • Paulien & Associates     І 13I1R COE Master Plan  І page 10

CoE Master Plan - Site Utilities
Domestic Water – Existing Conditions per DFD Documentation

Note: Routing and date of piping indicated was provided by DFD. Note that discrepancies between this map and map on previous page in piping routes and dates should be verified
through more detailed analysis performed in the program phase of future building projects
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Flad Architects  •  AEI  • Paulien & Associates     І 13I1R COE Master Plan  І page 11

CoE Master Plan - Site Utilities
Sanitary Sewer – Existing Conditions per FPM Documentation

Note: Routing and date of piping indicated is based on current FPM Plumbing Shop documentation.  Refer to following page for more detailed breakdown by year on map provided
by DFD.  Note that discrepancies in piping routes and dates should be verified through more detailed analysis performed in the program phase of future building projects
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Flad Architects  •  AEI  • Paulien & Associates     І 13I1R COE Master Plan  І page 12

CoE Master Plan - Site Utilities
Sanitary Sewer - Existing Conditions per DFD Documentation

Note: Routing and date of piping indicated was provided by DFD. Note that discrepancies between this map and map on previous page in piping routes and dates should be verified
through more detailed analysis performed in the program phase of future building projects
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Flad Architects  •  AEI  • Paulien & Associates     І 13I1R COE Master Plan  І page 13

CoE Master Plan - Site Utilities
Storm Sewer – Existing Conditions per FPM Documentation

Note: Routing and date of piping indicated is based on current FPM Plumbing Shop documentation.  Refer to following page for more detailed breakdown by year on map provided
by DFD.  Note that discrepancies in piping routes and dates should be verified through more detailed analysis performed in the program phase of future building projects
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Flad Architects  •  AEI  • Paulien & Associates     І 13I1R COE Master Plan  І page 14

CoE Master Plan - Site Utilities
Storm Sewer - Existing Conditions per DFD Documentation

Note: Routing and date of piping indicated was provided by DFD. Note that discrepancies between this map and map on previous page in piping routes and dates should be verified
through more detailed analysis performed in the program phase of future building projects
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Flad Architects  •  AEI  • Paulien & Associates     І 13I1R COE Master Plan  І page 15

CoE Master Plan - Site Utilities
Proposed ERB utility corridor relocation (east side)
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9.8 Details of Options Explored

EHall West vs. East Replacement

1990 1990
1961

1948

1985

1950

1961 1961

1961

Pros
f

Cons
f f

Pros
f C

Cons
- Potential for new addition 

with public space / entries to 
activate green space to west

- Must find location for service dock 
while constructing addition

- Lose existing investments in HSX 
and Concrete Structures Lab 
(b h diffi l l )

- Wraps new identity for CoE at 
North and East edges of site

- Maintains existing service dock
- East wing occupants have need 

f i

- Need to replace moped and 
bicycle parking

- Existing service dock / 
circulation conflicts with 

d i i l i(both difficult to relocate)
- Lose more research labs

for more extensive 
infrastructure than west wing & 
would be good candidates to 
relocate to new 1410 or ERB

pedestrian circulation

Neutral
- Department importance / funding ability?
- Cost
- Amount & condition of area demolished

Flad Architects  •  AEI  • Paulien & Associates     І  13I1R COE Master Plan  І page 512/9/14

- Amount of area replaced
- Both wings house mechanical spaces
- Construction Sequencing
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EHall East Service Location – East Service

East B opt.

East A opt.

Flad Architects  •  AEI  • Paulien & Associates     І  13I1R COE Master Plan  І page 612/9/14
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Randall 
Ave: 52’Setback to Existing EHall East: 65’ Setback to Wendt: 28’

EHall Service Access Study for East Wing
Existing EHall East Ave: 52Setback to Existing EHall East: 65 Setback to Wendt: 28

20’ 45’
Existing EHall East

Randall 
Ave: 52’Setback to 1410 Replacement: 35’ Setback to Wendt: 28’Proposed EHall East

Replacement

Flad Architects  •  AEI  • Paulien & Associates     І  13I1R COE Master Plan  І page 712/9/14

160’ at 10% slope
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9.9 Remodeling Project Information
9.9.1 1410 Remodeling Project
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9.9.2 Engineering Hall Lobby Remodel Project
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9.9.3 Wendt Commons Remodel Project
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Facilities Master Plan
College of Engineering | UW-Madison

Project: DFD 13I1R - UW Madison CoE Facilities Master Plan
A/E/C Design Team Flad Architects / Affiliated Engineers, Inc. / Paulien & Associates
Reviewer: Multiple
Package being Reviewed: April 10, 2015 Draft Master Plan
Date: 4/10/2015 - 5/18/15

Item Comment
Submitted By Agency Date Building Name Page # Section # Comment

Response
Required
From

Status of 
Change A/E Response (include name of responder)

1 John Bengston Paulien 4/28/2015 4.1 to 4.21 Section 4.0 No Space Needs Analysis Summary table is included in this section to show the total SNA 
for base year and two targets?

N/A Done Table is included on page 4.20.  Comment Closed.

2 John Bengston Paulien 4/28/2015 4.1 to 4.21 Section 4.0 Just an Observation. Seems that Section 4.0 Space Needs Analysis and Benchmarking in 
main document and Section 9.2 Space Needs Analysis Detail in Appendices seem to be 
repetitive. While they are not identical and have some variation should as much detail be 
contained in the master document?

N/A Done Recommend keeping as currently documented.  

3 Doug Schorr DFD 4/10/2015 ERB Masterplan 
Report: 5.9
FCA Report: 1.7, 
5.4, 5.8

Masterplan Report: 
Section 5.0
FCA Report: Sections 
1.0, 5.0

Please note that the two main ERB ahus have been upgraded in the past two years with 
new cooling coils, flooring, and filters.

DF Done Master Plan Report:
- Page 5.9 - Will revise notes on HVAC system as follows: While the two main ERB AHUS have been 
upgraded in the past two years with new cooling coils, flooring, and filters, the HVAC system is rated as 
poor, as the distribution systems remain in poor condition and will not be reusable for a major 
renovation.
ERB FCA Report:
- Page 1.7 - confirmed that "4-Poor" rating is still appropriate
- Page 5.4 - will revise to incorporate Doug's note on upgrades 
- Page 5.8 - will revise line item D3030.70 Decentralized cooling to rating of "3-Fair".
  Will revise line item D3050 to include Doug's note on upgrades. 

4 Paul Lippitt DFD 5/1/2015 n/a n/a n/a No comments for plumbing and fire protection. N/A N/A No changes required.  

5 Rick Cibulka DFD 5/14/2015 Ehall, ERB Page 5.23 As indicated in the Electrical paragraph on Page 5.23, Engineering Hall and Engineering
Research Building are fed at 4160V from a step-down transformer off the 13.kV distribution
system. The long-term goal is to eliminate the stepdown transformer. Renovation of either 
building should include converting the building service to 13.8KV.

DF Done Will revise first two sentences of paragraph as follows:
The electrical service is 15 Kv with the exception of the 4160V feed from a step-down transformer off 
the 13 Kv distribution system that serves Engineering Hall and the Engineering Research Building.  The 
long-term goal is to eliminate the stepdown transformer. Renovation of either building should include 
converting the building service to 13.8Kv. 

6 Rick Cibulka DFD 5/14/2015 n/a Page 5.23 As indicated in the Master Plan, page 5.23, a link consisting of 6 primary electric and 12 
signal conduit should be installed along Engineering Drive between the manholes 
southwest of the Maquina water sculpture (possibly 6P61) and the systems installed near 
Randall Street under 06L2i (manhole 7P40).

DF Done Will insert sentence to paragraph as follows:
A link consisting of 6 primary electric and 12 signal conduit should be installed along Engineering Drive 
between the manholes southwest of the Maquina water sculpture (possibly 6P61) and the systems 
installed near Randall Street under 06L2i (manhole 7P40). 

7 Rick Cibulka DFD 5/14/2015 n/a Pages 9.105 
through 9.108.

APPENDIX Some of the newer Electrical and Signal concrete encased duct banks are not shown on 
these drawings. The Randall-Dayton Utility Upgrade (06L2i) installed twelve primary 
electric and twelve signal conduit along the west side of Randall Street coming from the 
south up to the north side Engineering Drive. It runs north-south and is located between 
Randall Street and Engineering Hall in the vicinity of the I-beam sculpture. At Engineering 
Drive six primary electric head west to the next manhole (7P40) and twelve signal extend 
approximately 150 feet and dead-end waiting for a future project to pick them up and 
extend them.

FLAD/AEI Done Agreed.  Utility drawings have been updated to reflect this information

8 Rick Cibulka DFD 5/14/2015 n/a APPENDIX Also, approximately 15 years ago there was a large chilled water utility project (I can’t recal
the project number) that crossed Campus Drive starting near the southeast corner of 
Biochemistry heading south and running just west of the Maquina water sculpture. I recall 
twelve primary electric and twelve signal conduits were installed as part of that project. 
They terminated in existing manholes (possibly 6P61) near Engineering Drive just north of 
Engineering Hall. The main primary and signal infrastructure then heads west before 
turning south again between Engineering Hall and Lot 17.

FLAD/AEI Done Agreed.  Utility drawings have been updated to reflect this information

9 Katherine Kalscheur DFD 5/15/2015 n/a Page 5.23-5.24 Sections 5.0 and 7.0 The Domestic Water, Sanitary Sewer and Storm Sewer are all described as being from the 
1930’s and in need of replacement due to deterioration with the exception of the segment 
on the south side of Mechanical Engineering. This information needs to be verified, fleshed 
out and mapping provided. Mapping should show the pipe indicating size, material and age 
so the areas needed pipe replacement can be specifically identified. The pipes dating back 
to the 1930’s and earlier are probably still in the ground, but not in service.

FLAD/AEI Done Discussed at 5/28/15 Core Team Meeting, and agreed to  include DFD comments submitted relative to 
site utilities and will add note that more detailed analysis should be performed in the program phase of 
future building projects. Note added to report as follows on page 5.22 at start of section:
During initial project scoping, it was determined that detailed survey work of existing infrastructure 
would not be part of this project's scope, as UW-Madison would be undertaking a separate 
infrastructure master plan update and those activities would be accomplished as part of that project.
The assessment of site utilities prepared by AEI for this project was based on review of information 
gathered for the 2005 Site Utilities Master Plan, review of updated drawings, and interviews with the 
UWFPM Physical Plant team. The study identified overall quality ratings for site utility systems, and the 
team recommends that detailed condition and performance assessment be  conducted through FPM 
during feasibility study for future projects to determine the appropriate improvements on the utilities. 

Note added on 5.23 prior to domestic water, sanitary sewer and storm sewer summaries for "Overall 
Civil Utilities" as follows:
The Domestic Water, Sanitary Sewer and Storm Sewer are from the 1930’s and in need of replacement
due to deterioration with the exception of a few areas.  As detailed site utility analysis was not part of 
this study's scope, the team recommends that more detailed mapping / televising of these piping 
systems be provided in feasibility study prior to start of new projects. Mapping should show the pipe 
indicating size, material and age so the areas needing pipe replacement can be specifically identified. 
The pipes dating back to the 1930’s and earlier are probably still in the ground, but not in service. 
Detailed analysis should also confirm capacity.  Initial data from this study suggests that capacity of 
domestic water and sanitary sewer systems have sufficient capacity for replacement buildings and that 
storm system is undersized and in need of upsizing.  However, feasibility study is recommended to 
validate these assumptions. 
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Project: DFD 13I1R - UW Madison CoE Facilities Master Plan
A/E/C Design Team Flad Architects / Affiliated Engineers, Inc. / Paulien & Associates
Reviewer: Multiple
Package being Reviewed: April 10, 2015 Draft Master Plan
Date: 4/10/2015 - 5/18/15

Item Comment
Submitted By Agency Date Building Name Page # Section # Comment

Response
Required
From

Status of 
Change A/E Response (include name of responder)

10 Katherine Kalscheur DFD 5/15/2015 n/a Page 5.23-5.24 Sections 5.0 and 7.0 The “Domestic” Water for this area is confusing because these buildings were served with 
lakewater as well as “municipal” water. The lakewater was discontinued at some point, but 
some of those pipes were re-purposed as “domestic” water.
• Project plans for Engineering Hall from the 1940’s show 2-inch copper water service and 
6-inch lake water.
• Project plans from 1967 for Engineering Research show 12-inch “lakewater” connecting 
at University Avenue and continuing into Engineering Dr. A 12-inch “municipal” watermain 
runs from Randall Ave to the west side of Engineering Hall in Engineering Dr.
• Project plans from the late 1990’s indicate a 6-inch watermain and a 12-inch watermain in
Engineering Dr.
• Campus utility mapping from 2012 shows 12-inch watermain in Engineering Dr. 
Connecting to 12-inch watermain going north across University Ave and south to the Camp 
Randall complex.

FLAD/AEI Done Will add these notes to the report for reference.  Also see note in item #9 related to detailed analysis of 
site utilities. New text as follows:

The “Domestic” Water for this area is confusing, as these buildings were served with lake water as well 
as “municipal” water. The lake water was discontinued at some point, but some of those pipes were re-
purposed as “domestic” water.
• Project plans for Engineering Hall from the 1940’s show 2-inch copper water service and 6-inch lake 
water.
• Project plans from 1967 for Engineering Research show 12-inch “lake water” connecting at University 
Avenue and continuing into Engineering Dr. A 12-inch “municipal” water main runs from Randall Ave to 
the west side of Engineering Hall in Engineering Dr.
• Project plans from the late 1990’s indicate a 6-inch water main and a 12-inch water main in 
Engineering Dr.
• Campus utility mapping from 2012 shows 12-inch water main in Engineering Dr. Connecting to 12-
inch water main going north across University Ave and south to the Camp Randall complex.

While the current capacity of the system is adequate for the existing buildings, age of much of the water
piping in Engineering drive suggests that it is in need of replacement due to deterioration. The 
exception is the piping north of Ramp 17, which was replaced in the last five years. UW FP&M indicates
many piping repairs on the deteriorated piping have been completed in this area. 

Existing drawings show the Domestic Water meter pit in Engineering Dr. near the Randall Ave 
intersection.  Per information received from UW FP&M, the meter pit is located in the Island on Randall 
Avenue which is in a poor location for accessing and in need of relocation. Every time the meter pit is 
accessed, Randall Avenue traffic has to be minimized to one way traffic.  Relocation would require 
coordination with the City water utility.  Age of the meter pit, pipe sizes, and type/frequency of service 
required should be confirmed in future feasibility study.
Overall, the domestic water distribution system is rated Poor based on the information above. 

11 Katherine Kalscheur DFD 5/15/2015 n/a Page 5.23-5.24 Sections 5.0 and 7.0 The Domestic Water meter pit is shown in Engineering Dr. near the Randall Ave 
intersection. If the meter pit is now located on Randall Ave, it is a new meter pit and 
relocation will require coordination with the City water utility. Provide the age of the meter 
pit and the pipe sizes. Describe the type and frequency of service required.

FLAD/AEI Done Will add these notes to the report for reference. See new paragraph in item above.   Also see note in 
item #9 related to detailed analysis of site utilities. 

12 Katherine Kalscheur DFD 5/15/2015 n/a Page 5.23-5.24 Sections 5.0 and 7.0 Sanitary Sewers in this area also vary in age, size and material. These sewers should be 
televised to establish their condition before deciding on the required method of 
rehabilitation or replacement. The manholes should also be inspected and condition 
recorded.

FLAD/AEI Done See noted in item #9.  Will add new sentence to end of paragraph on page 5.23 as follows:
As sanitary sewers in this area vary in age, size and material, it is recommended that these sewers be 
televised to establish their condition before deciding on the required method of rehabilitation or 
replacement.  Replacement of sanitary sewer should be evaluated against other types of rehabilitation. 
The condition of sections of sanitary sewer may be appropriate for pipe lining thereby eliminating the 
need to dig up the street and significantly reducing costs. The manholes should also be inspected and 
condition recorded.

13 Katherine Kalscheur DFD 5/15/2015 n/a Page 5.23-5.24 Sections 5.0 and 7.0 Storm sewers in Engineering Dr. appear to serve an area north to the front of Mechanical 
Engineering, west to the west side of Mechanical Engineering and south into Ramp 17 and 
the adjacent green space. These sewers drain back to the City system on Randall Ave. 
These storm sewers should also be televised and the structures inspected to determine the
actual condition and possible methods of rehabilitation. Storm drainage in the area should 
be evaluated if the storm sewer system is not performing adequately.

Done Will incorporate these notes in revised text as follow.  Also see note in item #9 regarding scope:
While the current capacity of the system is adequate for the existing buildings, the storm sewer pipes 
and manholes in Engineering Drive were installed in the 1930s and are in poor condition due to 
deterioration, with the exception of piping north of Ramp 17, which was replaced in the last five years.

Storm sewers in Engineering Dr. appear to serve an area north to the front of Mechanical Engineering, 
west to the west side of Mechanical Engineering and south into Ramp 17 and the adjacent green space
These sewers drain back to the City system on Randall Ave. These storm sewers should be televised 
and the structures inspected to determine the actual condition and possible methods of rehabilitation. 
Storm drainage in the area should be evaluated if the storm sewer system is not performing adequately.

The system should also be evaluated and redesigned to address performance problems resulting in 
damage to buildings and structures or blocking main transportation routes. The overall drainage pattern 
in the area should be looked at if flooding of buildings or main transportation routes is occurring. 
Routing the drainage directly to the city system through a larger pipe may not be viable if that system 
doesn’t have excess capacity. Some form of storage may be needed. The location of the storm 
drainage system including storage has to be coordinated with the location of all other utilities since this 
system has to operate by gravity.

The storm sewer distribution system is rated Poor based on the above-noted information. 
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14 Katherine Kalscheur DFD 5/15/2015 n/a Page 7.8 Sections 5.0 and 7.0 The Domestic Water, Sanitary Sewer and Storm Sewer are all recommended for 
replacement and upsizing. While replacement is likely warranted for sections of the 
domestic water and sanitary sewer, upsizing is a needless waste of money unless 
inadequate capacity can be substantiated for these systems. 

FLAD/AEI Done On page 5.24, it was noted that capacity for the Domestic Water and Sanitary systems may have 
capacity for replacement buildings, however condition of existing piping is not reliable.  It was not noted 
that these two systems be upsized.  We will add note to report to clarify that upsizing is  not required 
unless inadequate capacity is substantiated in feasibliity study.  Also see note in item #9 related to 
detailed analysis of site utilities. 

New sentence added on page 5.23 will be the following:
Detailed analysis should also confirm capacity.  Initial data from this study suggests that capacity of 
domestic water and sanitary sewer systems have sufficient capacity for replacement buildings and that 
storm system is undersized and in need of upsizing.  However, feasibility study is recommended to 
validate these assumptions. 

15 Katherine Kalscheur DFD 5/15/2015 n/a Page 7.8 Section 7.0 Replacement of sanitary sewer should also be evaluated against other types of 
rehabilitation. The condition of sections of sanitary sewer may be appropriate for pipe lining
thereby eliminating the need to dig up the street and significantly reducing costs.

FLAD/AEI Done See response noted in item #12.  Also refer to note in item #9 related to detailed analysis of site utilities

16 Katherine Kalscheur DFD 5/15/2015 n/a Page 7.8 Section 7.0 Storm sewer should not simply be “upsized”. The system should be evaluated and 
redesigned to address performance problems resulting in damage to buildings and 
structures or blocking main transportation routes. The overall drainage pattern in the area 
should be looked at if flooding of buildings or main transportation routes is occurring. 
Routing the drainage directly to the city system through a larger pipe may not be viable if 
that system doesn’t have excess capacity. Some form of storage may be needed. The 
location of the storm drainage system including storage has to be coordinated with the 
location of all other utilities since this system has to operate by gravity.

FLAD/AEI Done Will add these notes to the report for reference.  See revised text in item #14.

17 Katherine Kalscheur DFD 5/15/2015 n/a Page 7.8 Section 7.0 I strongly suggest editing this section to indicate that further condition and performance 
assessment is needed to determine the appropriate improvements on the civil utilities. 

FLAD/AEI Done See response to item #9 and note that will be added to page 5.22

18 Bill Elvey FPM 4/27/2015 1.1 Section 1.2.1 Noted "plant" in lieu of "plan" in the following sentence: "In general, the consultant team
was asked to prepare a plan that will guide the development of the physical plan of the 
College of Engineering for the next twenty years and beyond in coordination with campus 
goals and objectives."

DF Done Intent of sentence was to address physical "plan".  To avoid confusion, we will re-write sentence as 
follows: "In general, the consultant team was asked to prepare a plan that will guide the physical 
development of the College of Engineering for the next twenty years and beyond in coordination with 
campus goals and objectives."

19 Bill Elvey FPM 4/27/2015 1.11 Section 1.9 In Figure 1E: Mid Term should be 7-14 years in lieu of 7-12 years that was noted.  Long 
Term should be 14-20 years in lieu of 13-20 years that was noted.

DF Done To align the years at top of graphic the correct numbers should be as follows:
- Short Term (0-6 Years)
- Mid Term (6-14 Years)
- Long Term (14-20 Years) 

20 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a n/a n/a Overall, an excellent document N/A N/A No changes required.  

21 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a n/a n/a Need discussion with core team on how to include the Facility Condition Assessments and 
Appendix materials

FLAD Done Discussed at 12/18/15 core team meeting.  The appendix materials will be included electronically in the 
PDF.  For hard copies, the team would like the Appendix materials bound in with the master plan report
Separate binders should be provided for the Facility Conditions Assessments (one per FCA).

22 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a xv Acknowledgements While these DFD reviewers played a minor role, listing their names gives more credibility to
the report, please add these people under my name: Rick Cibulka, Kathy Kalscheur, Abe 
Kheraz, Paul Lippitt, Doug Schorr, Dean Whitley.

DF Done Names added as requested.

23 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a 2.2 Section 2.2  Graduate program rankings: should “education” be added after “distance”? DF Done This content is taken verbatim from the CoE's website as footnoted. The word "education" is not 
included on the website, therefore suggest it is omitted from MP document as well.

24 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a 2.3 Section 2.2 9 Microbial add “Sciences” to building name. DF Done "Sciences" added to building name as requested.

25 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a 2.4 Section 2.2 Add ASF/GSF to buildings DF/LSS Done ASF/GSF added as requested.

26 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a 2.5 Section 2.2 Add graphic bar scale and north arrow LSS Done Added north arrow and graphic bar scale as requested. 

27 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a 2.9 Section 2.4 Measures of Success: These are good. Is this the best location for these? Or should these
be placed in the Recommendations section?

LSS N/A These are project measures of success, and set the table for the process as a whole, so keeping in the 
front end (Section 2) seems appropriate to us.  We would not recommend relocating to 
Recommendations (Section 7). 
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28 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a 4.1 Section 4.1 Fig 4A: Add GSF even though GSF is not used in space needs analysis. LSS N/A Chapter 4 is the space needs analysis work done by Paulien; all of the inventory data that they received 
and reported back is in ASF; because we would not be able to apply GSF numbers consistently to data 
break-down in this chapter, we would prefer not to add any GSFs to this section.  We will add note to 
introductory paragraph on page 4.1 as follows:

All space in this analysis is shown in assignable square footage (ASF) which is defined as the usable 
space contained within classrooms, laboratories, offices, etc. It does not include circulation and building 
service space, nor does it include the thickness of walls or structural components like building columns, 
which would be part of the building gross square footage (GSF).  Specific GSF information for buildings 
can be found in sections 2.2 and 5.1.3.1 through 5.1.3.8 of this report. 

29 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a 4.2 Section 4.1 Fig 4B: Add “Fall 2014”? to title DF/LSS Done Added "Existing 2013" to figure title to be consistent with other tables in the report. 

30 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a 4.15 Section 4.3.7.1 Add thin line under “Study Space” similar to Collection Space DF Done Line added as requested. 

31 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a 4.17 Section 4.3.7.2 It would be informative to add # Student Stations and ASF/SS columns to chart. LSS N/A No stations were identified for these rooms in inventory information provided by UW-Madison. Since 
they are not classrooms, teaching labs or offices, we do not usually see station counts in inventories for 
the space use codes in the 400s and 600s.  Footnote added to table indicating this.

32 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a 5.29 Master Plan 
Report.

We will also 
update in 
executive

summary and 
sections 2 & 3 of 
Site Assessment 

Report

Section 5.3 Master 
Plan Report

We will also update in 
executive summary and 

sections 2 & 3 of Site 
Assessment Report

Assigning the rating of "Fair" to all site assessment results seems a little biased to the point
that it may get challenged by others. Let’s discuss.

LSS Done Discussed at 5/18/15 team meeting:
(1) The team agreed that report should include more context / definition of the rating terms and explain 
how ratings were applied.
(2) Flad will also review site assessment scores and previous incoming comments and confirm if any of 
the individual categories should be bumped up or down.
Flad reviewed relative to more detail that was included in the original site assessment report and 
changed the following.  Updates will be made in the Master Plan as well as the Site Assessment report:
- Provide a Pedestrian-Oriented Design: Poor/Fair
- Avoid a Vehicle-Dominated Landscape: Poor/Fair
- Site Furnishings: Fair/Good
- Fencing, Gates, Walls: Good
- Signage: Fair/Good
We also added definitions for the ratings and added a "comments" column to the chart on Page 5.29 to 
provide some of the key items that influenced the rating. 

33 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a 6.1 Section 6.1 A bar graph might be useful here. LSS N/A The team explored options for charting deficits and overages in presentations during the process and 
found they were not always successful in communicating intent.  For sake of this document, we 
recommend keeping findings outlined on page 6.1 in text format and using graphics later in this section 
to communicate the key outcomes of the findings. 

34 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a 6.7 Section 6.3.1.1 Add color code DF Done Color-coded legend added for all plan keys in Section 6.3.1, including referenced section 6.3.1.1. 

35 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a 6.16 Section 6.3.2 Suggest the dashed circle be slightly shifted so it does not touch the campus map. DF Done Circle shifted as suggested. 

36 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a 7.23 Section 7.4.6 Verify bike lane on Campus Drive. I don’t think bikes are allowed. Cody Done There is no bike lane on Campus Drive west of WEI and the Campus Drive/University Ave intersection, 
where we currently have an arrow indication bike traffic in that location.  There is a short segment of 
bike lane on Campus drive directly north of Materials Science and Engineering Mall. We will revise the 
diagram accordingly  for the final report.

37 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a 7.34 Section 7.5 Note: Currently, the State Building Commission will no longer be supportive of funding for
LEED certification.

DF/LSS Done Statement added to page 7.34.

38 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a 8.4 Section 8.2 Figure 8A: Target: students @ - is there a word missing? DF Done The remainder of the text - "…@ 20:1 ratio"  - was hidden. Image updated to show entire text box.

39 Jon Jenson DFD 5/18/2015 n/a 8.6 Section 8.2 Escalation: DFD is allowing 4% escalation per year LSS Done Discussed at 5/18/15 team meeting:
Flad to update numbers in report (this section and others) based on 4% per year.
Flad will also add a footnote to the chart in Section 8 indicating that UW will do feasibility studies to 
validate project costs and escalation numbers. 

40 Dan Okoli FPM 5/18/2015 n/a xv Acknowledgements Confirm FPM Titles DF Open Sent updated page Dan Okoli for review/confirmation; he had no other changes.

41 Core Team Meeting N/A 5/18/2015 n/a 6.12 Section 6.3.1.5 Review description of Wendt short-term renovation projects and include statement to 
address potential opportunities for additional learning spaces in Wendt (e.g. 2nd Floor)

LSS Done Will add new note:
6. Pending outcomes of campus-wide library study, consider opportunities to convert additional space 
on Second Floor to additional CoE learning spaces.
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